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OtJTSlANDDfG COVER - N0.11 • 
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" 

Tb:·" Armenian cc-ver has the Bri-,an (Russian) pcstT.ark • f '3:-J. }l,:,.:-•·-h, 
1920, It i.c :1, fairly ragged lc,c,king prc.d.uotion, typical :f tbe t1m ... •: ~.".l ih'ii:. 
areao Nrie the p,·,,d.:ne..rk~ parti:;'J.larly the break &.t ab ... ~:. , i:.rn, Q:..1i '·'? ~-.. 

number :f f :-geri':S:: e~·i::;~ -~f :.his p, ~tma:t"k b~t they :re~:-~".'- •~;._ ;;:-:..x., -.,;~: .-.~ 
gives the !i!h~-w .e.way . Th~ gen~ine p._~;,ma..rk, v.ri th the bt'eaAt, Wei= ..i~<:>1 ~" :-3.t,,, 

a~ 1:,;24. A pr-int ~-: n·: :'i~e i:; that f .. :r: rsgi.~tre.tion v:· 1,:,,",:<.:. ... n .. ,dc, ':"">'' 
'Russian' z,c•·n, :;. -.,·. ::peail, the ,~:d R.:.saian lettering appea.I.: .-n the 
regi!3tration lab~;-, ,·;h:.le f .;-r expo .... : t._ ·~he. w~~i:, EJ.t":·.::ea..'1. type and ,:;:· :-:L.ng 
were U,ied Th~ ,~'-1.'.r·= h;,c;_J~r.-::J. .:.n Geor~ia, an,~ th-,re the s,.., .ri.et. Rep,;bi, · •· 
'Jec"l"g:.a ,.,1._1~-.1 -i :;ar1:;-=-~:.ation in Tt'--~ro .. ;h ;:-riginally iss·~ed by th.- s,-,...1~ : 
Dem~-;ra:t"!""; Rep·..:CJ:.,, (: . d.os.:b~ a~~ , .n~::-.3.=~'-I.L t:. ·~':!c: ~µ,t,, .. .;:2..u .... · · . :- t°f'j~ Vi~ :~ .. 

WILL1Al4 E. HUGHES 



THE THIRTYNINTH GATHERING 

Left to right: C. C. HANDFORD, J, BARRY, P. T. ASHFORD, C. W. ROBERTS, H. F. BLEASE, W, E. HUGHES, 1. L. G. BAILLIE, 
W. E. KETHRO, H. R. M. CHAMBERLAIN, J. PllP, H. C. RAINDLE. 

Seated: Dr. A. H. WORTMAN, R. P. KNIGHTON, Mrs P. KNIGHTON, H. R. BLAND, J. BUCHANAN, W. H. H. HUDDY, 
J. H. REYNOLDS 

The above was taken at the last Annual General Meeting in Londo •• 

All the coimnittee members were present and of the seven, 1936 
founder members Dr·A~H-Wortma.n (first President), Mr-W-H,H.Huddy and 
Mr. w .. E. Hughes, 

:Messrs. Chamberlain, Handford and Roberts joined the Society in 
1937, several other senior members are shown, thus the 110ld Guard'' was 
well represented on this occasion. 

J.B. 
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THB FIRST 7 KOPmt Sl':AMP 

B,t DRo A. H. WORI'MAN 

Circular No. 3973 of the Postal Department issued on 14th February, 
1879 decreed tba:t from 20th :March, 1879 the rate of postage on an ordinary 
"closed" letter should be reduced from 8 ·kop~ to 7 kop. per "let" and on an 
oroinary postcard from 4 kop. to 3 kop. 

Prigara giv-es the above i?iforma.tior. in his book, "Tll.e Russian PoR't 
in the '.E)npire, etc." published in Russian iri New York in 1941 o Although hF:' 
does not mention it, it seems that the 7 k rate of ic~tage was for an 
ordinary letter ad.dressed to an out-of-town destination eit~er inside or 
outside Russia; that is, either for inland or foreign postage, as I have 
roany coye.r::-. of this perioc. with 7k _postege addressed to destina.tirns outside 
Russia and a few addressed internally. It will be remembered that the letter 
rate f cx.,:_-Towr. Post postage was 5k per lot, wlJ.ich covered deli very to· a 
destination wi'thin the same towr. and within the limits served by the Town 
Posto 

The reduction in the rate of postage necessitated a new stamp and e. 
7k stamp was produced with a design superficially similar to that of the Bk 
and in the same oolcurs, but a more detailed examinaticn reveals · that an 
entirely new design was dravvn. The background, instead of being composed -~f 
dots and dashes is now- ,made up of a :riu1111'er of the lc-wer halves of circles 
with a dot in them. The crowns are different and the double-headed ·eagles of 
the centres are different too. 

Perfcration 
Like all the earlier stamps; the 7k was printed in sheets of four 

panes separated from one another by a vertical and a horizontal guttero The 
sheet was perforated by a harrow machine, the pe:r.f\.-.rations surrounding each 
stamp, but they do :ri0t continue acrose the gutters. They were very a9cura.tely 
placed, and stamps in which the perforations encroech upon the design_ are :r.ar~, 
Di.s:regarding fractions less than ½, Gibbons gives the perf. as 14½ and Prigara 
as ·14½ x 15. If you measure them with an accurate gauge, you will find tbat 
they are e:xactly 14½ x 14¾. 



Sir Jolm Wilson mentions having seen two copies imperforate with 
December 1882 dated postmarks, and adds that neither Ferrari nor Faberge had 
one in their collections. 

Platin_g 
At one of the earliest meetings of the Society, Sir Jolm Wilson 

showed a cc.mi;lete sheet of t:tis stamp and pointed out that- there was a 
flaw consisting of a short coloured line across ·the s.w. comer of the second 
stamp in each pane. It therefore seemed likely that there were 25 different 
types and that they were repeated. in the same order in each pane. 

With the aid of a few thousend copies of .-this stamp and some pairs, 
blocks and strips, I discovered a few more constant flaws and vas able to 
reconstruct a pane with only four or five stamps missing. I then obtained 
the loan of U-.. e complete sheet from Sir John Wilson together with some used 
panes and completed the plating. One of tt .. e difficulties encomitered was 
that Sir John Wilson '--s panes were all used at a late date and his sheet was a 
late one too in the light grey shade. Some of the distinctive flaws are 
missing in these rather roUE,her later printings, but J:ram satisfied that all 
the types are the same and in the 8$.me posi ticns. 

Numbering the stamps . from left to right across the pane from the top 
row downwards, so that No.6 is the stamp under No.1 and so o:r;i.,. their 
characteristic flaws are set out belo,;. They occur ma.inly b. the outer frame 
lines, especially their corners, and in the background of dots in semi_. 
circles. One, and occasionally two of these have · the dot. joined to tre 
semi-circle in characteristic poritions.· This is the dot and semi_.oirole 
flaw. To seve repeti.tion I have used the term "frame lineet for outer frame 
line. 

No. 1 Dot and semi..:circle flaw to right of right-hand shoulder-knot of 
mantle. 

No. 2 Line across s. w. corner frame lines. Short line projecting inwards 
in N. w. corr.er. No perif to 1!},{1t of "MAl:KA". 

No. 3 Dot and semi-circle flaw immediately to tl::e right of crown. 
No. 4- In the oyal band surrounding ·the centre there is a break in the large 

curl near the ball in the white scroll to the right of the Roman 
figure VIIv . . . 
Break in the right-hand posthorn immediately to the right of where the 
mouthpieces cross. 
Break in left-hand frame line at about the level of the band on the 
hem of the . mantle. 

No. 5 Sli"ght thickening of ·e.w. · and N.E. corners and thickening of lower 
frame line towards the right-hand end with some weakening of the right
hand vertical frame line. 

No. 6 -N. \'1. corner tends to be poirted and thickened, the S.E. corner is 
rounded and thickened. 

No. 7 N. w. corner frame lines cross, but less prom.irient.ly. than in Nos. 12 
and 17, the only oUAer ones in which this flaw ex-ours. Right-hand 
vertical line does not touch the horizontal one in the S.E. comer. 

No. 8 Dot and semi-circle flaw just outEide slop1ng band on hem of 
mantle 9n the left-hand side. 
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No. 9 

No.10 

l{o.11 

No.12 

No.13 

No.14 

Nc,.1, 
No.16 

No.17 

Nr.i. 18 

No.19 

No.20 

No. 21 
No.22 

No. 23 

No.25 

Break in outer frame line in N.E. corner 01,posite the flag of 
figure "7"• 
The right-hand ll"1wer leg of the ''K" of ''lCOM" is joined to a semi
circle. This tends to occur also in No. 10 but it is a weaker join. 
The frame lines very slightly cross .in N.E. corr.er. The thick inner 
frame line f'onns a more pointed corner in the S-E- corner and 
approa chE!s nearer to the outer frame line. 
The N.E. corner is thickened. In the S~E- corner the horizontal 
frame line projects outwards beyond the vertical one. 
The frame lines arose in the N~W- corner. 
In the N-E- corner the horizontal line dips slightly as it approaches 
the vertical one, which projects upwards. 
The S-E· corner is thickened. 
)Unute projection inwards of the inner edge of the _ o·-e 1 band around 
the centre, just under the letter ''B" of nno~TQBASI". Thick inner frame 
more pointed and extends towards outer frame lines in $.E. corner. 
Minute pro~ectior ot::{,v,ards from N.E. corner of square: stop after the 
WOl. d ''KOn n. 
Small projection inwards in N.w. corner of frame lirie. 
Freak or a weak place in outer right-hand frame line or a level with 
Romar\ figure VII. 
Just- below the slanting line between the upper parts of the letters 
110" and "n" of "K0ti" there is normally a dot which in this type is a 
corrma joined to the letter "0". 
Frame lines cross in N.w. comer and in the s.w. corner there is a 
projection downwards of · the vertical line·. 
The s. E- corner shows a little inward kink or a. break in the vertical 
frame line. 
The right-hand post hon:i in the centre has a break similar to that in 
No.4. 
In the N.E. comer there is a break iri the frame line so that the 
vertical ~ine does not tounh the horizontal one. In the s.E. comer 
the horizontal line does not quite touch ·the vertical one. 
In the s.E. corner there is a break in the frame lines very similar -to 
No.18, but the s.w. ~omer is a little thickened right in the comer. 
There is a break u:i the outer frame line of the oval band round the · 
centre just below the second "I" of "VII". There is a .dot and semi
circle flaw just abo~e and tG the left of the upper loop of the right
hand shoulder knot of the mantle. · 
Small pro~ection upwards of vertical frame line in N.w. corner. 
In the N.w. corner there is a break in the vertical frame line which 
does .not quite meet the horizontal one. 
In the S-E- corner there is a similar break in the frame line. 
Two dot and semi-circle flaws, one · just below the space between the "b" 
and ''K" of "cmfu Konn and the other neal'. the hem of the mantle above 
and to the right of "ij"• 
In the N. w. corner there is a break in the vertical frame line almost 
at the end. 
Two dot and semi-circle flaws, one belov. the right-hand lower leg of ·. 
the ."K" of "!Corl" and the other near the lower hem of the mantle almost 
on a level with the figure "VII" on the right-hand· side. 



~hose attempting the reconstruction of a pane for the first time will 
find a few pairs and a block or two a preat help. It can be done with a supply 
of a couple of hundred singles, but lightly po1:i~marked copies a.re needed. 
Most of the flaws are so ll'inute that even ordinary postmarks hide . them • 
.Another difficulty is that a flaw may be missing through imperfect printing, 
or rubbing., in · a used specimen. Occasionally no,:, every flaw is present in a 
given stamp in every one of the four panes in a ·sheet. I remember that the 
line across the s.w. corner characteristic of No.2., was missing on that stamp 
in the lov,er right-hand pane of Sir John Wilson 's sheet; but the other two 
flaws were there and No.2 of this pane was definitely the same in other 
respects.as the other No. 2's. 

Recurrent flaws 
All the above-mentionec. flaws are constant, they appear on all shades 

and on copies postir.arked with a.a t.es throughout the whole period of use of 
this stamp. There was never any other arrangement of the types, so that No. 2 
always foll oY.ed No.1 _ and so oc. 

There are some flaws however, which are not constant, but they do 
occur on a number of cories and may be called "reourrent flaws". The most 
important of these is the 110:racked plate" variety of No. 3. 
No. 3 The era.ck runs downwarc1s frorr. the top . of the stamp through the right

hand shoulder-knot of the mantle to its hem. I have three used copies 
of this variety, all shoving slightly different states of the era.ck. 
All are oi the grey shade. One has a very faint postmark of Riga 
26 Apr. 1880, or it may be 1881. ~he second has a Riga postmark also, 
9 June or .:Uly, the year being off. the stamp, and the third is from 
Reval. · 

No. 1 This flaw is of the centre., the right-hand pot;i.-horn being joined by a 
sho1·t white line running in the direction of the S-E· corner to the 
white line between the red background a.rid the red ou~er line of the 
centre. Postmark dates are 1881. 

No.10 Another centre flaw. The outer red line is joined to the solid red 
backgroLnd just below the right-hand post-horn.. 1882. 

No.14 Again a centre flaw. The outer red line has a kink in it just to 
the left-hand side of the cross on the crown. 1882. 

No.20 There is a white sto~ after the figure "7" in the N.E. comer. 1881. 

Needless to ~.ay, I have at least three copies of each of the above, 
proving that they are recurrent. 

Printing 
There is no doubt that, like · all the preceding stamps, the 7k was 

printed from plates produced by electro-typography. We do not know ezactly 
wru'·t methods were employed but we have some idea· of ther:1. 

Melville in "Stamps in the Ma.king" quotes an account of the electro
typing metho6.~ used in the production of the "King Bomba" staops of Sicily in 
1858 and describes later methods. Frorr this we can hazard a guess at the 

· methoc's employed in Russia. Briefly stated, the process comnences vtith an 
engraved and hardened die froir which twenty-five clich~s were str'.r:iped out in 
pieces of metal which may have been an alloy of lead and tin with a little 
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antimony. These twenty-five pieces were soldered together to form a pane of 
five .rows of five. This was then coated with a gr.e.phi.te ("-blacklead11 ) paste 
and impressed four times into a prepared and surfaced slab of wax making four 
impressions, two by two. The latter Wi.s then suspended ili an electro-plating 
bath for a week or two ( electro-plating was a lengtey pl',"ooess in those days) 
and a copper shell was thus depoEited on it, its surface reproducing exactly 
the impressions in the wax. The copper shell was the;n remo-vE.d from the wax, 
strengthened across the back in various places with bars of 1tetal and f'i.lled 
with sole.er or a similar metallic oompoWJ.d, thus forming a printing plate. 

In the case of the King Bouba stamps, owing to the purity of the 
depod ted copper, o.:J.:y about 500 impressions, i. e. sheets of stamps, could 
be taken from one of these plates, after which a new or.e had to be used. I 
do hot kn0\11" whether the method c£ facing the copper printing plate with steel 
was known to the Russians at that time. This of oo~se wot·ld considerably 
lengthen the life of the plate. In any case it is probable that a number of 
wax impre~sions were ma.de from the master pane and put into the electro
plating bath simultaneously, so that a number of printin:g plates were ready 
:for t•se. 

Now how ac,s this guess as to the methods employed fit the facts we 
kllow about the stamps? The minute constant flaws identifying the oliches 
wot.:ld have been made when taking the impressions from the original engraved 
die, The recurrent flaws might conceivably be due to damage to the master 
pane, l?ut much mo1e pro'tably were due to damage to, or imperfections in, .one 
particular plate. 

The cracked plate variety of No.3 was definitely due to a era.ck in 
the printing plate, probably in ore of the two tof panes~ A crack in the 
master pane would have neQessitated a new clioh.e and we should have bad 
examples of oanneoted pieces with a different No.3. I have seen many connE"Oted 
pieces with No.3 and adjoining stamps of various dates · and I have never seen 
any with a new No.3. 

I feel certain in Ill§' o~ mind that each.,printing plate had only a 
short life. It follows that there could only have been a few htm,dred sheets 
cortaining the variety even if' we assume that the era.ck oqourred early in the 
life oi the plate~ If' it QCourred late then there would have been correspondingly 
fewer, making it a very scarce ·variety. 

Th~ plates for the centres were most probably made in the same way. 
The delicacy of the design could not have been prodaced in my opinion~ in any 
way but by electro-typography. In some copies the lines between the eagles' 
feathers are clearly visible as are also the spots of' ·oolot.r in the mouths of 
the post-hems. The eagles and post-horns .are "embossed~ on a coloured ground. 
Philatelists call this pro'Jess "embossing", but to printers it is known as 
"die-stamping". The printing plate is the male die and the plate suspended 
above it with the illipression in reverse is the counterpart or female die. This 
latter was often made of leather, the impression in it being made in the first 
place by the male die. The red ink far the background of' the centres would have 
been put on the .female die by means of' rollers pressing upwards between each 
impressior.. Occasionally the male die was accidentally inked by the absence of 
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the pa.per sheet and the next sheet of stamps would appear with an offset 
impression of the centres on the back. A few copies exist thus. 

:M. Theoc ore Champion has a copy with centre inverted. 

Shades 
The shade of the centre varies fro~ pink to deep carmine. In some 

used copies it is very dark appearing to be approximately a plum colour, but 
I have never seen a mint cory with this shade and I believe it to be due to 
S()IJle darkening due to age or contamination. Copi.es with albino centres have 
procably had the colour remov,,.d chemically. 

As to the colour of the frame or main design, Stanley Gibbons have 
nnw amended their listing in the new Part II, 1952, and have accepted iny 
olassifioation as follo~s :-

Carmine and grey 
Carmine and black 
Carmine and lt. grey 

(19.3.79) 
(1880) 
( 1882) 

The date of the black shade vva.s previously given as 1881, and I have 
heard collectors say that the colour v.e.s chang~ to black as a sign of mourning 
for Tsar Nicholas I who was assassinated in that year. This cannot be so es 
I have a number of copiea with 1880 postmark dates, the earliest being 
8 April,1880. The earliest dated postmark on the light grey shade is tt_ Dec. 
188211 • I have a copy with 11 20 Mar. 1879" the first day of use. 

h.per 
This stamp was first issued on paper with horizontal laid lines. It 

varies c~nsiderably in thickness and copies may be found occasionally almost 
as thin as tissue paper and more coocmor.ly thin enough for the design to shCM 
thro~gh clearly or. the back. Other copies are quite opaque, and rarely the 
laid lines are seen only with difficulty. These are on _what has been called 
"imperceptibly laid" paper and are even moie difficult to find than the 
previously issued 2k and Bk on this paper. In fact while I have seen a fe'\v 
copies of each of these values on pa.per where no laid lines could be seen at all, 
I have never seen the 7k thus, in spite of having examined vastly superior 
numbers of this stamp. 

On the -vertically l.ai.d paper, the earliest postmark date I have is 
the 1st May 1819 and the late~t the 12 sept. 1879- I gave these dates in an 
article in the Stamp Review in 1939 and Sir Jor.n Wilsor. was kind enough to 
mention them i.n his series of articles or the early Imperial stamps in the 
London Philatelist in 1941. In spite of this publicity no copy of this 
varietl"" with a postmark outside these dates has been produced or reported by 
any of my numerous collector friends and correspondents, and in fact I have 
never seen any other c,·1py ·with a September date. It is safe to assume 
therefore that this variety had a life of only four months. There must have 
been many shee;~~ issued, because it had a fairly wide distribution in Russia 
although as Sir Jl)hn Wilson says, st. Petersburg postmarks are much the 
commonest. I have one with a two-line small postal station cancellation of 
Teilits, another with a postal station circular dated postmark in blue, a 
Baku 30 June 1879, Peterhof F.ly. Stn. from Oranienbaum 30 Aug. 1879 and the 
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o:--.e- with the latest date 12 Sept. 1879 is in blue and is from yet another small 
postal station. Of course the stamp or. hori~ontally laid paper was in use also 
throughout these four months, and from its scarcity it seems that only an 
occasional sheet of the vertically laid stamps turned up in the places where 
it is known to have been used. 

Besides the laid lines there is the usual watermark of a wavy line 
going up to a peak and down aga.iri and another exactly O'fposed to it, the 
coa:-plete pattern extending over a space equal to six stamps and repeated 
throughout the sheet. Every fourth hoiizootal row of this pattern in the sheet 
encloses the initial letters "E.Z.G.B.1t of the words "]§(SP.IIDITSIYA 
ZAGOTOVIm'!tYA GOSUDARSTVENIKH BUMAKH" ( Office for Provision of Imperial Paper), 
ore letter in ea.eh space and repeated endlessly. There is no need to go into 
further details abot..t this watermark which is well-known to c-cr readers and 
which was in use from 1866 foi the ensuing forty years, except to mention that 
the Russian initial "Z" locks like a "3" in the watermark and is of such a ·'size 
that· it might occasionally cover the whole of one stamp and puzzle the 
uninitiated~ 

Sir Job.n Wilson states that there are four copies in existence of the 
variety or. paper with the ;"hexagons" wate~rk, and that there was satd to have 
been a mint pair in Mr. Lincoln I s "blac~ box" of special rarities. This has 
disappeared. The sheet was issued at Perm, and the copy which Faberge had and 
which was exhibited in the combined display of Sir Jolm Wils6!D and Mr. Goss at 
the London ~hibition in 1950 had the Perm postmark with the date 1880. As 
this ~termark is easily available in fi seal stamps; we illus't;ra. te it here. It 
may help a membev to cisco\er another cory o~ this rarityJ 

In conclusion we must mention the procfs which exist in three pairs of 
colou-s: blue with a red centre; purple with a green centre, and brown with an 
orange centre. It will be reco~ised that these are the coloers of the 14-k, 
35k·and 70k of the next series issued in 1883. It would therefore seem that 
these are _not . "pror-fs" in the ordinary sense of the word, that they did not 
precede the issue of 'the stamp, but were made later. It is said that they were 
made foi the Grand Duke Michael. They were certainly ma.de from the usual 
printing plates~ as copi~s can be identified as being numbers 1, 2, 3 and so 
on o':' the pane of 25, from the usual flaws. 

The 7k had a fairly short life, being replaced in 1883 by the 7k blue, 
but for all that a fascinatingly wide range of po::,tmarks may be fotmd · 
cancelling it. Among those "used abroad" are Constantinople and Snyrna, Pekin, 
Urga and Kiakhta, but the full story must be reserved for another occasion. 
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.AMERICAN SAl40VAR 

By DR. G. B. SALISBURli 

The word "samovar"- should be an anathema to one who bad to car-r, it 
from Ekate.rinodar, on a hot summer day, to Krasnii Zavod, a faotor,y quite a 
distance away, on the banks of the Kuban River. It was a heavy punishnent, in 
more ways than one, to a forgetful lad, who irerely heated the infernal "tcbai" 
contraption with blazing charcoal, and added no 11ater! later,. whenever the red 
banners of K.rasnii Za.vod fluttered by, in the parade on Krasnaya Uli tza, 
formerly the Nikolayevskaya, 0ne always remembered and smiled wryly. Y-es, 
memo1 ies like the best gifts are always tied with heart-strings. 

Our Philadelphia meeting is nov; a memory, so is the one in New D!gland, 
organised by Dr.Snegireff. Since then, our able West Coast representative~ 
Mr. Seymour Gibrick, has been meeting with the growing California section, now 
numbering six. 

New York group, after a bit 
of needling, finally sprang into 
life. Your Samovar, accompanied 
by son Roger, the little 
Sa.mova.rchik, met the members at 
the recent American Stamp Dealers 
Show, -and held a meeting on the 
exhibition floor. Plans were laid 
for a future gaibering, philatelic 
gossip was exchanged, envelopes of 
stamp treasures were mysteriously 
produced out of unexpected places, 
and a stamp show all of our own was 
promptly held. Later, we made the 
rounds of the frames,. and the stalls, 
and pored over the material up for 
sale, in our field. The evening was 
climaxed by the f).ash photos of the 
group taken by the Sa.mov-arohik. 

Our plans were soon altered, and Left to right: W. V. HUDSON, J. F. CHUDOBA, Dr. C. S. RAND, 
K. ADLER, L. S. GLASS 

a joint N.Y.-Phila meeting was held 
at the ~laza Hotel in New York, in a large suite, later changed to the banquet hall 
below, Part of the group is shown in the photograph. The amount of philatelic 
material shown, and its quality was most impressive. Mr. Kurt Adler conductor and 
chorus master of the Metropolitan Opera, showed two huge albums of the R.S.f-S.R's 
and the early Soviets, in singles, bl0cks, mint, used and on cover, of the 
regular issues, varieties and errors. The latter were shown in nultiples on 
unusual covers. This magnificent display was well garnished by the extensive 
knowledge of the field by the exhibitor. Dr• Rand, our :M. n. from Jamaica, N. l_, and 
c!ipl0mr,teof Vienna, showed the historically famous presentation album from the 
Soviet Government, given by Litvinov to President Roosevelt, and imposingly written 
up by both, on the title page. The album contained all the official stamps of the 
so,iets, including the vari~ties. :Mr.J.Chudoba, genial member of the u.s. · Steamship 
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Line, dazzled us with a superb No.I or cover; and many unusual oddments. 
Mr. Lester Glass, our walking encyclo1,aedia of philately from Phila,. gave us a 
show of varieties and errors of the Imperials and the early Soviets. Mr-1rancis 
Hudson, the pleasant Long Islander, displayed excellent early ~mperial covers,· 
while your .Samovar surprised them all by not sho~ing the Romanovs. Instead 
early pre-stamp covers were shovi,- exhibiting various types of cancellations, 
also a collection of Balaklava Crimean war covers, Russian Volunteer ,1eet item, 
and various Field Post stamps. 

Surprises and fun are integral parts of our hobby. One hears of 
"serious collectors"•·-bm ••• if one can't get pleasure and rel.axatiOll out e£ 
a hnrby, it ceases to be a hobby! The daily routine is serious enought 

An error appeared in the "Stamps" maga.zi-ne, and others, showing the 
winning designs of the VN ser.ies4 One, the 5c. design bad an error in spelling 
of ·the Russian word "Rights" being '!P11 instead of "1311 • Your Samovar informed 
the authorities at once, and a correction was acknO\\ledged in the next issue • . 

We now come to the important section oi ~he gossip column. One of our 
Philadelphia members, Mr. Lester s. Glass must be honoured for his lassoing of 
many philatelic Lone Rangers, and for getting them from behind their corral 
fences, into our round-up. He has given the B.S .. R.P. immense aid in building 
up the ranks. 

He was . bo1n in 1904, in Pa:veveyzh, Lithuania,· an~ migra. ted to u. s. 
at the age of three. His extensive education was completed at the New York 
University in 1925, and his,philatelic studies began while he was a sect:-etary 
to the late Admiral F.R.Harris, whose collections of Ceylon, and Italian 
States were internationally famo~s. Later; while the Pr~sident of, the State 
»nployees of the Commonwealth oi Pennsylvania, Mr. Gla·ss was successful in 
having the Legislature pass a Civil Service Bill fer all the state empleyees. 

His collection of Russia, al.moat complete, with ~11 the majo7 en~ 
minor varieties, achieved deserved recognition, but as he became a -stamp 
dealer, it gradually disappeared into the collections of others. His 
spedialities now are all phases of Russian philately, th~ modern issues of 
France, used air mail stamps of the world~- and new issues of all countries, 
quite a large field indeedJ 

He became a member of the Rossica Society, served as Secretary of the 
short-lived Pan-Slav Philatelic Society of America, and is a member of all the 
major u.s. societies. 

Contrary to widely held opinion, he has found that a stamp dealer can 
carefully organise his business and get all his work done in less than twenty 
hot.rs a day, and leave himself at least four hours to devote to his family. 
He may even have a few moment left over foz his other interests, music, chess 
and literature. Once a year he can take his vio1.in from the case, give one 
glance at Kreutzer XXXIV th. Etude, quietly put it away and go back to his 
stamps. · 

We have a liberated philatelist amor.g us in Philly, Captain Swiatoslaw 
de Shramchencko, who~e philatelic writings over several decades have solved 
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many tridented mysteries of Ukraine. Sometime ago he wrote to his friend, 
Dr· seichter,. in Germany, seeking hie foxmer fellov. philatelists. He was 
given Kr. Barry'.s name, as the Secretary of the B. S.R.P., a letter was 
written to )lr.Barry in Ukrainian, who promptly sent it on to the samo-.,,ar for 
translation. And so, the Captain, after an international correspondence, got 
a letter from his fellow Philadelphian! The get together that followed was 
celebrated with vodka, zakusk:a. and stamps, as well as a membership in our 
society. While we chatted about the good. old days, mental notes were taken for 
the gossip column. 

Captain was bo1n in 1893 at Baku, and studied in Kiev, later in the 
Imperial University at st. Petersbeurg, where he reoeived a law degree. This 
was followed by the Officer•s School oi the Imperial Russian Navy, also at 
the capital, and at the Alexandrian :Military Academy of' law .. During World War I 
he was an officer of the Imperial Russian Navy against the Germans, on the 
Baltio, Black and Caspian Seas. later, hE; served as Vice :Minister of Ukrainian 
Navy (1919) and Chief cf the Organisation Section of ~he Ukrainian Navy General 
Staff ( 1919-20). He also served on the ~nch Mission in Poland ( 1920-21) was 
captain of Polish Navy (res •. ) etc. etc. At that time he wrote in many 
Ukrainian, French, German, English, Chinese and other publications on nautical, 
political, historical and philatelic topics. In 1942-44 he was the President 
of the Ukrainian Help Committee at Kholm,• East Poland, for 450,000 Ukrainians. 
A series of stamps was issued loc..ally by the coomi ttee, some bearing the · 
Captain's image. He was later President of the Ukrainian Help Committee at 
Erf'urt and there he was liberated by the American :Military Government. He 
later served in vario~s executive posts in UNRRA and IRO. He is the holaer of 
seven decorations: µkra.inian, ~olish, French and Imperial Russian (4). The 
list o~ ris publications, as well as the philatelic associations is too 
immense fer this biographical sketch. Needless to say, students of Ukrainian 
philately know them well. 

The samovar headquarters have been very happy arid busy recently with 
many visitors from out of town. l,{r. Hudson of Long Island paid a welcome visit, 
bringing along interesting problems in the field of Russian Levant. 
Mr. Kurt Adler has been a regular visitor from New York, every time the 
Metropolitan Opera Association invades our City of Brotherly Love. He brings 
his fabulous collection, two albums at a time, and we spend time either poring 
over each other's treasures, or in my trying to get a biography out of him for 
the next issue of the gossip column. He is very modest, but keeping faots from 
the Samovar is like trying to smuggle daylight past a roosteir. 

Dr·. Snegireff of Boston, visited us not long ago, and many pleasant 
hocr-s were spent chatting in Russian, and in viewing the shelf of Romanov 
albums. Notes were compared on the varieties of Tabriz Russian Consular 
postmarks and varieties of Registry labels, We also discussed the postal 
history of ~ussi.an America, as the territory of Alaska was known prior to 
1 P.-/17, and the use oi sealskin scrip currency imprinted "MARK.1\i V AMERIKE11 

e.g. the 50 kop. type which he bad in his collectio~. In addition time was 
spent on his collection of Russian CensorEhip markings during the Boxer 
Rebellion on covers carried .by the Chinese pobt and examined by the Russian 
Military censors. Another item covered was the cover with the postmark of the.1 
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FOOt11'agency in Tulcea, Rumania (1883) at the mouths of the Danube, a great 
rarity, addressed to Constantinopole and returned to the sender. This office 
has not been previously described and surprised me. This gen is hereby 
nominated a~ a candidate for the ;future "outstanding'! cover pa.get It was 
the showpiece of Senator Ackerman ,·s famous collection of ye,ars ago. 

"Len" likewise discussed an unusual item recently acquired; the front 
of a registered co,er of the Russian Offices in China, with a red registration 
of I.R.P.O. (Imperial Russian Post Office) Shanghai, China No.930. The stamps 
are all postmarked with the very large first type cancellation and dated May 
1900! He likewise presented me with a tracing of a Tiflis mute postmark 
(circa 1914) in purple. · It was a st . .Andrew's· 9ross on a 10 kop. Romanov, and 
proved a 11ost pleasant surprise, as there was no previous mention of it in the 
inadequate literature on "mutes". 

The Samo'\tar mail has been he,avy these days. Good contact is kept with 
our Secretary, and with the active members both here and overseas. Many have 
been very kind in their remarks abot.t the 11Samovar" chatter and the Romanov 
matter~ Mr. Chudol:a of New 'Jork. sent a large accumulation of used Roma.nova, 
many from out of the way places; and Mr. l(isewell presented me with a splendid 
history of F.01tan~Ys, scarce engravings of the Czars; and excellent notes on the 
50 piastre O'\terprint on the 5 rot.ble Romanov, with plenty of drawings, queries, 
and problems, added for goC'd measure. Kr. Ashford of England likewise sent most 
welcome: material for the Roo.anov library. l{r. Fot.s wrote a most complimentary 
letter on No.10 Journal and will send sane notes on the Levant overprint of the 
Romanov 5 rout-le stamp. Our Dr. Eisin of Chicago writes that he is anxious to get 
into touch with Baltic members who are active in that field. 

The · auction ea talogues have been pouring in at an accetera. ted tempo-. 
The c.F.Meroni Gold Medal PoEtal History Collections have been offered by 
John A. Fox of New York, and our field is nicely represented with many chuice 
items . .Among the pre-stamp covers there is a letter addressed to Officer in 
Napoleon's Army at Lille dated 1810, bearing a black straight line Walck. 
There is no estimated price. s. Serebralcian of N. Y. offers among other things 
a repaired 1863 Wenden 4-kop. green, inverted ba.ckgrol.llld for ,8100.00.' Cross 
Stamp Co. (N. Y.) offers a large collection of pre-stamp covers, among which is 
a nice 1838 item Nizhni-Novgoro-'i. to Germany via Austria, postmarked RUS, boxed 
Nizlmii Novgorod with a straight line transit mark Krakau and arrival po'3tmark. 
F-R-Ferryman (N.Y.) lists a fine array of material, then, in heavy type, 
features the 1948 White Russian Government in Exile 0.10 fflc violet tied on 
cover RARE (says Fe:ITyman) at estimated ffi.00. No comment necessary'. 

Recently H.B.Zeitlin (N.Y.) offered the used Army of the North issue 
(170-176, not issued for use) listed as very fine and rare, at estimated ,825.00~ 
J. w.Nickli:n (N. Y.) offered 1922 Consular overprints Sa. If .12M/3R Vii th the word 
following 12 inverted; only two exist. This great rarity .has been certified 
genuine by the Friedl Committee, estimated at ,8500.00. Another mint stamp , 
San. 6, 120CM/50k green and rose original gum, at if 50. 00, 1920, So.n 20, 1 Ok/5R, 
a fine copy at ,3125.00. Ferryman (N.Y.) had a San.le the 2R25k inverted 
surcharge mint, original gum at ,84.00. 00. Enough! 

In conclusion we note that D+s• Pollack and Bridgeman wrote an excellent 
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article "X-Ray Philately" in the sPA Journal; the third instalment appearing 
ih the January issue, in which beautiful x-ray studies of the Russia 1883-88 
are preRented, we believe for the first time, also those of the 1902-5 Issue. 
The low voltage radiographs, and electro~ographs are well done and accurately 
presented. Our compliments t 

AUCTION NOTES 

The follOWlllg realisations were noted recently: 

1IONGOLIA: 1 926 "P03rAGEn overprint 
i'n black, red or purple, 1 c. to 1,5 
the canplete part o g. set (8) 
E.£60. R,£13-10. O. 

POLAND: 1860 10~ blue and rose, 
very fine and well centred on small 
piece. (1 stamp) E,£3.10. O+ 
R. £3.15. O. 

RUSSIA: 1 858 perf\ 14½ - 1 5 ; 
1 Ok,, 20k.., 30k.., the first two very 
fine to .3Uperb, the last has one 
corner perf .- rounded. 
Cat.£26 (3 stamps) E- £14- o. o. 
R. £9.10. O. 

OBITUARY 

RUSSIA: 1883-88; · die proof 1 k. 
orange, on very thin laid paper 
mounted on card (1) E-£12 R.£8.10.0. 

-- ditto, a similar die-proof of 
the 2k~ in blue green ( 1 ) E, £1 2 
R. £9. o._ O. 

RUSSIA: 1858 -10k .. blue e.nd brown, 
very fine with postal cancellation 
o~ly, the frame line at lower left 
is just touched. Cat.£10 (1 stamp) 
E. £4° R. £5• 5- O. 

MADGE FLlNT 

:MR. THBODORE LA VROFF 

It is with great regret that we learn of the passing of an early member 
ofB.s.R.P • ., Mr. Theo. I.e:vroff, who j?itied the Society in 1937. 

His knowledge of Imperial issues was comprehensive, though h~ was far 
better known for his illuminating articles on z~mstvo stamps which were 
awarded hono.irs! 

He will be kindly remembered by our early members for his advice and 
assistance in co~nection with vario~s problems, his works ensure him a high 
place in our own particular field. 

J.B. 
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DISPLAY - FINLAND 

The iisplay at the October Meeting was given by the newly elected 
President, Mr.R.P-Knighton, who showed stamps and covers of Finland.. 

Mr. Knighton began by reading from 3. letter sent to hmm by .His 
Excellency the Finnish Minister to ~reat Britain in which the Minister regretted 
that he was unable to be present at the meeting o:::i that occasion. 

The first part o~ the dtsplay was of the issued of the Finnish 
Republic. and it was pointed out that there were only two difinitive desi~s 
since 1917, but that colour changes, changes of '\\8.tennark and. perforations 
made it seem more, and in order to keep its agreement as a member of the 
U.P. u .. , some values had, during the gradual depreciation of the Finnish Jrla.rk, 
been issued in six different colours, during a period of some years• In 
addition to difi.i:l.itive issues there were pictorials ·ana. commemoratives which 
showed scenes of Finnish life, views of its towns, records of its institutions 
and portraits of famous people . . Many of those Fiims who kindled and. 
encouraged independent thought in the 19th century, when the country's 
liberties were being s!lppreSS3d. by the policy o-f Russifica tion, are honoured in 
pictorials~ These modern issues included the road services parcel stamps and 
continued to the stamps issued for the Olympic Games held in Helsinki in the 
summer of 1952. 

The second part of the display was devoted · to Pos'bna.rks. Beginning 
with prestamp covers of 1849 and going through the various types of postmarks 
- small and large rectangular ones, single line circular ones with divided 
date, the various double-lined circular types and 0.1 to the 1890 ones in which 
the circle is composed of dots and in which the word 11Finland" appeared for 
the first time. It was pointed out that although Finland ceased to be a 
Swedish province in 1809 and ~ame an Automonous Grand DUchy of Russia, it 
was not until nearly the end ef the last centuz:y that any Russian appeared in 
the postmarks but under Russian policy they became tri~lingual in 1891 and 
remained so until Finland became an independent Republic and then the Russian 
characters were removed from the cancelling stamps·. Stamps from 1866 onwards 
were sho-,m with "Franko" cancellations; other stamps and covers showed the 
arrival mark 11.ANK" 'used in place of a. despatch_postmark, and also with the 
normal postmarks·. 

Straight line, village, cancellations were shown on stamps and covers 
from 1889 to the present day, and included early ones from La.pland and from 
La.vansaari - a Baltic island ceded to Russia under a 1944 treaty. 

Another section of postmarks extending from 1 889 to 1952 was that of 
the numeral cancellations - sometimes referred to as carrier cancellations. 
Stamps and covers here bore a selection of numbers from 25 to 3896. 

It was impossible to show all the Railway Postmarks; a Finnish 
journal illustrated over thirty main types, but example§ (all on covers) were 
shown of the main groups;. There were the FINSK.A. JERHVAG:ENS POS'IKUPEEXPEDITION 
on serpentine rouletted issues and on covers of 1873, showing the tram routes; 
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examples of "Finland-Suomi" a.d.ded to the Postkupen type and the introduction 
of P. Vagon in Russian characters. The K.P.X.P • ., Postilijooni end Posti 
Vaunu ro:lowad, and modern covers showed examples of railway postmarks used 
together with village postmarks and with numeral cancellations. 

Several sheets of ~ork cancemlations showed the wide range of these 
"bars, do+.~ and dashes", some, including a circular grid, were on covers. 
Closely associated with these were the ship postmarks, The earliest was from 
WYBORG (VIIPURI) 1856 marked "P~ Lubecker Dampfschiffrt (by wbeck Steamship) 
as well as the usual markings~ st. Petersburg, Aus Russland, etc. Various 
cancellations portraying ships of different types were shown on stamrs and on 
a cover which took almost a year to go from Helsinki to Switzerland. 

R.P.K. 

WANTED - Postmarks of any period until 1924 o~ t , -·'lls, villages etc. in 
Transcaucasia - Common or scarce - will buy or exchange - P.T.Ashford, 
20 Bayham Rd., Know le, Bristol 4. 

CHlNA - Copy of the 10 dollar on 10 rouble wanted ( 1917) s. G. 67, Scott 70. 
Will buy or exchange. Offers to J.v. Stuart, Balsemienlaan, Den Haag, 
Holland. 

Part III UkrainE> (Kharlcov Yeka.terinoslav & Poltava) by o.w.Ro:>erts has been 
published and can be obtained from the author at 

Winchcombe, 
West Byfleet, 

Surrey. 

The price is 10/- per copy, the illustrationR can also be supplied separately 
at 2/~ a set post pa.id. 

A review of the book will appear in our next number. 

J.B. 
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SHIP POS'D4ARKS OF THE IMPERIAL PERIOD IN THE OOUTHERN CASPI.AN 

FIG. I. 
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As e:x:plained in Journal No. 5, the Russian steamships maintaining a 
regular service between Baku and Persian ports of the Caspian Sea do not 
appear to have used any special "Paquebot" or other markings of their own prior 
to 1912, and letters posted on board ship at Baku or at sea and franked with 
Russian stamps were, in the light of available philatelic evidence, delivered 
uncancelled to the Persian Post Office at the port of arrival, where the Russian 
stamps franking them were postmarked with Persian arrival marks .. 
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Accoro.ing to Priga.ra, a number of Russian ships operating in other 
areas had been supplied with obli terators as far back as 1873, and these 
early circular types had been superseded in the X:X:th century by a standard 
oval type which had been introduced on or about 1905 on many maritime and 
fluvial lines. 

It is therefore rather surpr1slllg .that the earliest appearance of 
such postmarks in the Southern Caspian Sea can be traced back to 1912 only. 

At that time, the following Russian lines were maintaining a regular 
postal connection between Russia and Persia: 

1. A coastal line from Baku to Lm«CORAN and the small frontier town of 
Agr.ARA. This was really an internal line, linking the Russian ports south 
of Baku, and the Astara ship terminal was located presumably ih Russian 
territory. The town of Astara, however, extends over both sides of the border, 
and its Persian pa.rt is the nearest way of access from the sea to the 
important city of' Tabriz and other centres of Persian Azerbaijan. Furthennore, 
a road connects Astara with Recht, where it joins the mait1 road from Teheran 
to the Caspian. Thus, Astara was a cc:mpa.ratively important centre for postal 
and other communications, and this no do·.1bt explains why two ships were found 
necessary to matntain an adequate service on this S10rt coastal strip. 

2. A direct line from Baku to _the main Persian port on the Caspian, ENZELI 
(now Pahlevi). This was of course an important international mail line, 
linking Russia in Europe and the whole of the Western world, with Teheran and 
the rest of Persia. A regular service was in opera. tion, ensured by what were 
probably the two best ships in the Caspian, and dated postmarks available make 
{t possible to establish that each ship sailed at least once weekly from Baku 
for a trip to Enzeli and back. 

Examples of these regular weekly sailings: Baku·•Enzeli -"a"-ship 
postmarks dated 17. 7.12, 24. 7.12, 31. 7.12, alternating with Baku-Enzeli 111511

-

ship postmarks dated 7. 7 .12, 14. 7.12, 21. 7.12. 

Considering that the ships opera.ting on this line, such as the 
"President -Kruger", covered the distance between Baku and Enzeli in no m_ore 
than twenty hours, they had ample time for two round trips a week, and it is 
hard to believe that they were kept practically idle in harbours for five 
days out of seven. Nevertheless, dates on postmarks seen so far are rather 
inconclusive regarding such a second weekly trip, and this is therefore a 
point which still awaits elucidatio~. 

3. A presumably direct line from Baku to the Persian port of MECHEDESSER 
(now Babol-Sar). Postmarks seen of this lin~ do not contain any letter 
identifying a particular ship, and it is therefore likely that a single 
vessel was used. Mechedess-er is a summer resort of sane importance, and may 
have been also in those times the gateway to the eastern Persian province of 
Khorassan and to its capital, MESHED, a religious and conmercial centre of 
first magnitude. 

4. There is also a possibility that, in addition to the above three lines 
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linking Persia with Europe, another Russian line operated between Krasnovodsk 
in Trans-Caspia and one or the other of the Persian Caspian Sea ports. But 
no definite postal evidence of any such service appears to have been recorded 
so far. 

The obliterators introduced as from 1912 on the ships of the three 
first lines listed above were all of the then standard. oval type, consisting 
of an outer oval measuring about 30mm. horizontally by 27mm. vertically, an inner 
oval measuring about 20mm. horizontally by 16111Il. vertically, and the date in 
the centre, in one line, between twe thin horizontal bars. The space between 
the two 0V1ls contained the inscriptions, at top the names of the ports served 
by the line, separated by hyphens, at bottom the word 11TIAF()X. ", abbreviation 
for "rtAFOXOA"b" (steamship), flanked at left with a star, and at right with a 
letter in script type indicating the ship. In the absence of any such 
identification letter, its place is also filled in with a star. 

The sizes of the ovals do not appear to be exactly the same on all 
five types described hereunder, differences of up to 1mm. having been notioed. 
The figureR given above should therefore be considered as an average 
measurement, subject to slight variations·. 

The colour of the postmarks is Black, except where otherwise stated. 

(A) B.AKU-LRNKORAN-ASTARA "a'' ( See Fig.1 ) 
The Cyrillic characters on this type, including the word "TIAPOX. 11 

are markedly thinner and shorter than on the ''.o" postmark, thus allowing 
identification without difficulty even if the letter denoting the ship does 
not show on the stamp. Furthennore, the first letter of 11Baku11 is almost on a 
level with the lower inner bar, while on the 11 .6 11 postmark, the same letter is 
placed higher up. on a level with the date in the centre. The length of the 
word "flAPOX", measured from the outer foot of the 11n11 to the outer foot of 
the "X", is 12mm. only on type ''a", as against 13½mm. on type 11/)11 • 

Earliest date seen: 17.4.13. Latest: .10.14.(day missing). 

(B) BAKU-L'EMCORAN-ASTARA 1!6 11 (See Fig.2) 
Cyrillic characters taller and thicker. For other characteristics, 

see abo,.re. 
Earliest date seen: 1 }. 8.13. La.test: 31.10.14. 

(c) B.AKU-ENZELI "a" (See Fig-3) 
The Baku-Enzeli "a" and "-'" types are of equal size, with practically 

identical characters, and do tlot appear to show any other clear identification 
mark than their respective letters "a" and 11.6 11 • 

The "a" postmark is almost always found in Black, but a couple of copies 
have been seen in Violet, dated 20.10.14. and 28.11.14. respectively. 

Earliest date seen: 17. 7.12. Latest: 17.3.15. 

(D) BAKU-ENZELI "D" (See Fig.4) 
The "/," postmark is also usually found in Black, but this particular 

ship appears to have used coloured inks on several occasions, Violet ink seems 
to have been the rule between 8.11.13 and 6.12.13 or later (extreme dates seen, 
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with several intermediate ones), and more copies in the same colour have been 
seen with date 22.1.15. In addition, a mixed Violet-Black colour, due evidently 
to transition from Violet to Black, or vice-versa, is also found. This ··· 
postmark has also "been seen in Blue, but no records as to dates are available. 

Ea~liest date seen: 7. 7.12. La.test: 17.4.15. 

(E) B.AKU-MECEEDESSER ( See Fig.,5) 
The main characteristic of this postmark is that the four letters of 

the word "Baku" are v-ecy widely spaced, so as to fill in one half of the upper 
part of the oval, while the eleven· letters of the much longer word 1'Mechedesser" 
are compressed .within the remaining right side half of the upper oval, and 
therefore much narrower and nearer together. In all four other types described 
above, all characters i.n the upper part of the oval are evenly spaced, without 
any attempt to give the wo:ro. 11Baku11 more space than its length really requires, 
so that even a partial postmark showing only a few letters of the wo:rds "Baku
:Meched.esser11 can in many cases be definitely identified. 

This point has its importance, because this very scarce postmark can 
never show in full on the small size Arms types stampf'i, and has yet to be seen 
complete by the writer even on the larger-sized Roma.nova. 

Earliest date seen: 21.8.14. Latest C'Olllplete date seen: 7.11.14, 
but several. copies showing Januacy dates with last figure of year missing almost 
in full from stamp appear to belong to 1915, ra. ther than to either of the two 
preceding years. 

(F) LARGE OVAL ENZELI PO$DIARK (Fig. 6) 
Fig. 6 shows what is unfort\lllately only a small part of a different type 

of oval postmark, as found on a copy of the 7k Romanov issue. 

As far as can be judged, the complete postmark should measure about 
50mm. horizontally by 30mm. vertically, and consist of a large double-framed 
oval, with an \lllidentified. i.nscription at top, the date in one line i.n the centre, 
and the word 11ffiZELI" at bottom. Its c . .:lour is Violet. 

Although o:ily the two first letters of 11ENZELI11 show on the stamp, this 
name appears as a certainty, when comparing its pr,'"'itinn wi.th the visible part of 
the date and aei:mming that the year is given in four figures rather than two. 

As regardf'. the inscription at the top, the first letter only is visible 
in full, thii:1 being a cyri.Uio "P", but it is folloNed by two small dots showing 
on the tips of the ne:x:t two perforations (See Fig.f ). The position of these 
dots makes it practically certain that they are part of the second letter of the 
word (probably a C'l}!'illic "~"), thus providing a valuable clue as to the 
distance between cnaracters on the inscription at top, this distance being much 
shorter (½mm.) than between the letters 11E" and "N" of Enzeli at bottum (3½mm- ). 
It can thus beffitimated that the top inscription consisted of between 20 and 30 
letters. 

The Cyrillic initial letter "P", probably followed by an "~", suggests 
that the first wo:ro. is PYGCKDE. This appears to rule out the possibility of 
the inscription being the name of the Steamship Company owning the Baku-Enzeli 
line, for, as will be seen hereunder, the name in question did not begin with 



an "R", nor did it include the word "Russian". 

On account of its shape and colour, the odds are against its being a 
Consular Postal mark, used by the Russian Consular Post Off ice at Enzeli, 
although this possibility cannot be dismissed altogether. On the other hand, 
there is no evidence that such a Post Office still existed at this late period. 

Its outlook strongly suggests a ship mark and, since it does not appear 
to belong to any of the regular mail lines listed abo,e, it is quite possible 
that it was used PY some smaller Shipping Company, operating bet\veen Enzeli 

.and a Russian port other than Baku. The first obvious guess is that of a 
Krasnovodsk-Enzeli line, if such a line existed, but there are many other 
possibilities, including an Astrakha.n-Enzeli line. According to Prigara, such 
a line had been created as far back as the XVIIIth Century, but it was thought 
to have been discontinued in the XIXth, after Baku fell to the Russians. 

Any help from other members towards identification of this postmark 
will be greatly appreciated. 

The following Russian stamps have been seen with the various postmarks 
described above: 

B.AKU-LENKORAN-ASTARA "a" 

B.AKU-LENKORAN-ASTARA ''..b" 

B.AKU-ENZELI "a" 

B.AKU-ffiZELI "..6" 

B.AKU-MECHEIJESSER 

1909 Arms types: 3, 7, 10k 
1913 Romanov: 7k. 

1 91 3 Romanov: 7, 1 Ok. 

1909 Anns types: 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 10k 
1913 Romanov: 1, 2, 3, 4, 7; 10k 

1909 Arms Types: 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 10k 
1913 Romanov~ 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 10k 
1914 war Charity on coloured paper: 10k. 

1909 Arms types: 3, 7k. 
1 91 3 Romanov : 7, 1 Ok. 

With the exception of the War Charity item, and perhaps also of the 4k., 
all denominations up to the 1 Ok. are about equally common with either of the 
Baku-Enzeli postmarks. The comparative abundance of the lowest values (1, 2 and 
3k.) may look unusual at first sight, considering that mail posted on board ship 
or at sea must have consisted almost exclusively of or'tinary letters, franked at 
7k (inland rate) or 10k (U.P. U. rate), and certainly not of newspapers or other 
printed matter requiring a loNer postal fee. The explanation of this apparent 
anomaly is to be found in a practice which appears to have been the rule in Persia 
and its neighbourhood for generations, and which is still cuITent to this day: 
people have so little confidence in the postal service that, in an endeavour to 
protect the secrecy of their letters, they apply the stamps on the 1:e.ck of the 
envelopes across the lids. as a cheap way of sealing them. To this effect, they 
will use three or five stamps in strategic positions. rather than a single one, 
and this explains the extensive use of the lowest values. to the detrinent of the 
7 or ·1 Ok. (The same reason accounts for the inord.ina te preponcle1"'8.1:cc of the 
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½ anna denomination with pos1marks of the various British-Indian Post Offices in 
the Persian Gulf area). 

Denominations higher than 1 Ok. have not been seen, nor are they likely 
to exist (a casual heavy letter excepted), as it is highly improbable that the 
ships were equipped to accept parcels or registered mail. The absence of the 
5k is normal, as this value was· practically obsolete during the years concerned. 

Baku-Enzeli pos1marks are far commoner than Baku-I.enkoran-Astara, while 
Baku-M:echedesser is extremely scarce. Expressed in percentage, the respective 
availability ratio is approximately as follows: 

Ba ku-Enzeli 
Baku-Lenkoran•Asta.ra 
Baku-Mechedesser 

The Steamship Company owning the three main lines operating between Baku 
and the South Caspian ports was the "CAUCASUS & MERCURY srEAMSHIP CCMPANY" ( in 
Russian: 06ll$CTBO f1APOXOACTBA ''KABKA3'b" lmFK~JPb"),a subsidiary of the well
known R.O.P.I.T., which had been created specially for navigation on the CaspianJ 
and on the Volga am its tributaries. 

As regards the names of the ships on which the "ilAPOX. " pos 1marks 
described above were used, there can be practically no dou'",)t that "Baku-Enzeli 
"a" was the pride of the Caspian, the "President-Kruger", of Dunsterforce fame, 
in which, very few years later, Gen. Dunsterville and his troops were to sail 
from Enzeli to the rescue of J3aku, in circumstances best described in the 
General's own colourful words: "A British General on the Caspian, the only sea 
unploughed before by British keels, on board a ship named after a south African 
Dutch President and whilom enemy, sailing from a Persian port, under the Serbian 
flag, to relieve from the Turks a body of Armenians in a revolutionary Russian 
town". ( 1) 

All available facts seem to conffa,n this suggestion: the best ship in the 
Caspian would obviously be used on the most important international line: the 
name of the ship, of a foreign and - still worse - republican leader, would 
hardly have been selected by Czarist Russia for a purely domestic service; the 
ship was at Enzeli, as would nonnally be expected, when Dunsterville arrived; and, 
to quote again the General, upon aITival at Baku, where she obviously must have 
gone to her own usual wharf, she was berthed right "opposite the centre of the 
business part of the town" ( 1 ) , that is. at the very spot where one y1ould in fact 
expect the terminal of the leading international service to be situated. 

Having tr.O.s securely linked Baku-Enzeli "a" with History, the ter:ipta tion 
naturally is great to find similar glamour for Baku-Enzeli " ", ana. this would not 
be lacking , if this ship could be identified 8S the "Turkmen''; on which, a little 
later in that same year 1918, the 26 Baku Commissars \·rere to sail on their ill
fated trip to Krasnovodsk, to their doom and posthumous celebrity. Here, hov1ever, 
the evidence is adverse: the ship was too s1!18.ll; its name is o~ tl1c inhabita~ts 
of the Krasnovodsk area, with the inference tmt it was used on tl:c :Dc.ku
Krasnovodsk line; it does not appear to have been at Enzeli ut ::,n~- tir.!e during 

(1) L.C.Dunsterville, "The Adventures of Dunsterforce" 
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1;,ke Dunsterf'orce episode} and the fact that its crew bad evacuated their 
:families to Krasnovodsk and Petrovsk (2) further confirms that they had no 
connection with the Persian ports, where otherwise they should have felt much 
safer. 

One has then to fall back on other ships of the Dunsterf'orce expedition, 
among which the ''Kursk" and the "Abo11 appear the most suitable candidates for 
Baku-Enzeli "~11 and Baku-Mechedesser. Their size and their speed, as well as 
their presence in Persian waters, make them in fact very strong pDobabili ties. 
But no evidence appears to !>e available to identify them definitely, nor to 
ascribe each of' them to one or the other of the two lines involved. Oan any 
reader help? 

As regards the Baku-Lenkora.n-Astara line, presumably serviced by smaller 
vessels,, the "Ventur" and the"Ignati 11 (1) may be accepted as distinct 
possibilities for this line's "a" and _".6" s~ips, but their candidacy must remain 
questionable until more concrete backing can be secured~ 

As apparent fro.n the da tea of' use given above, the period of' currency of' 
these postmarks covers rather less than three full years, from :Mid-1912 to about 
April 1915. Their sudden disappearance is probably due to the requisition of' 
the ships for war service. The Imperial AJ,nies bad occupied in force Persian 
Azerbaijan in the first months of' 1915, and were engaged in extensive fighting 
in the area against a Turkish invading force. No doubt these ships were required 
for transportation of troops and war material to this theatre of operations and, 
as the area under Russian occupation gradually increased up to 1917 until it 
extended to the region of Kirmansha.h and beyond (1), the need for reinforcements 
and supplies must have kept the ships fully busy. lhen the Russian Armies 
disintegrated after the Revoiution, these same ships,- now nationalized and under 
the control of the Baku Soviet and its Enzeli Qomm.ittee, were again required to 
send home all the Russian troops caning back frOltl the Persian front, By the time 
this operation was being ccmpleted with· the transfer of Bicherakov's units, 
Gen. Dunsterville was appearing on the scene. ( 1 ) • 

Acknowledgments are due to Mr. P. Traks, whose collection provided many 
of ·the early and late dates given above, to Mr.P.T.Ashford, without whose 
indefatigable browsing energy the histom.cal infonnatioJ supplied in these notes 
would never have been accessible to the writer, and to Mr. Q. c. Handford, whose 
kind and friendly insistance prompted the early completion of these notes. 

S. D. TCHILINGHIRIAN 

(1) L-C~Dunsterville, 11The Adventures of Dunsterforce". 
(2) Firuz Kazemzadeh, "The Struggle for Transcaucasia". 
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NOTES AND QUERIES 

Any member who can give any information or make any comments regarding 
the follouing queries should send same to:-

Mr. o. W. Roberts, 
Wiilchoo.nbe, 

West Byfleet. 

and ~ to the Editors. Any further queries or notes suitable for inclusion 
in this section should also be sent to Mr- Roberts. 

1. A I Rouble Rom.nov issue has been found with "Moscow 11 " postmark dated 
18.1.13., the stamp itself being perforated J.UV11 (See illustration •a•). 
Has anyone seen this on any other stamps? What is the explanation'? 

2. Persian postmarks on Russian stamps - see Journal No. 5. A cover from 
Ispahan to London in 1908 has a rubber stamp "via Russia". By which route 
through Russia would this cover pro~bly ·have come? 

3. Illustration 'b'. This postmark is on the 3 kop Charity issue of 1914, 
coloured paper. It must be an abbreviation for Australian Field Post Office 
Middle ~st Expedition, Alexandria but what can the centre line - 4 NO - 11 -
signify? 

4. A Russian Postal Stationery cover is known uned with nu postmark but a 
Red Star of about ½ inch diameter o, er the :.,tamp ( appear::; i;o be a bandntamp). 
What other covers are known'? When and where was this Red Star applied'? 

5. Why do some Registered covers from Russia to places abroad bear a 
Registration label in Russian c~racters and another in La.tin characters, 
and other covers only have one? A cover from Bielstock has the latter type 
placed over the former , leaving the original registration nuober exposed. \Vhy? 

6. Illustration 'c' on 250R, SG-216. Sc.183. Is this a local )verprint? If so, 
where was it issued? 
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7. UKRAINE • General Issues. s.G. 429, 20 gr. red on green Imperf. What was 
the date of issue? 

a. UKRAmE POS?AL Stationery. Details of any Russ~an Postal Stationery items 
overprinted for Ukraine wouH. be appreciated. As well as type o":' 
~v3rprint, exact particulars of the Postal Stationery and whether used, 
postmarked or unused should be given. 

9. WRANGEL. · 10,000 R- Large plain. Has anyo"'le Setti~g "A" with the fo1.lowi-:ig 
varieties, if so what is their position on the sheet? 

a. Dot near top to left of "n" of "P0CHTA" 
b. Blob at top back of nptt o.P tt.ARl,{Il,1" 
c. Blob at top o'!: upper arm of "k" in "PYCCKOlA" 

Can anyo~e trace similar markings on Setting "B"? 

10. WRANGEL. 10,000 R Iarge Plain. A third setting has been found but is not 
tJo:a:;_:,lete :-

Can anyone add anything? 

X45X21X 
? 5 ? 4 2:1 5 
4?1?4~ .15 
??5451? 

3 1 

11. POLAND. The hand3ome unissued portrait set dated 1917 exists overprinted. 
o. K. O • . P., on3 letter in each corner, also e new value - 15 and 30 marks 
on 20 and 50 marks o'l. 60. Has anyone any additional values or any 
information regarding the overprinted. stamps? 

12. POLAND 1919. Ea.gle design 25 M. violet and buff. Issued on laid and wove 
paper. Im.pert copies are now on the market printed. on paper with a clear 
wavy line watermark. Were these reprinted. during the German occupation "l.nd 
released. since the end of the war? Did any member see them before the War? 

13. FJNLAND. A postcard from Maarianhamina (Aaland Isles) dated 27.3.1940 to 
~tockholm has, in addition to the normal Finnish censor mark, also a British 
(no~ Naval) Censor mark - Passed by Censor P 30 - Where could this censorship 
have taken place? (The Aaland Isles are quite close to the Swedish coast). 

14- FmLAND 1942. Ita Karjala overprints on Marshall Mannerheim and President 
Ryti issues. Copies are known in which the "R" has a round top. Is this 
var:i.~,ty fo·.md on all values and where do,38 it appear on the sheet? 

C. W. ROBERrS. 
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THB "OCCUPATION AZIRBAYEDJ.AN" OVERPRlNTS: · A PHILATELIC MYSTERY 

Pf p,.,-. .11SHFORO 

Few issues in the Russian philatelic sphere have caused so much controversy 
as the Arms Type stamps of Imperial Russia overprinted 11 0CCUPATIO:N AZIRBAIEDJ.AN". 
Messrs. Stanley Gibbons and :Messrs. Yvert both list the full set of these stamps, 
but Maison Romeko does not recognise them. It has been widely suggested that the 
stamps are completely bogus, whereas other Authorities support them as having been 
a genuine issue. 

Since I have a number of these stamps, I recently set myself the task of 
ascertaining, both from material I have been able to examine, and from references 
in print, whether or not the issue has a claim to authenticity. Although I 
canno~ 913.y that my findings are conclusive, I think they are not unimportant, and 
collectors may be interested to read what has so f'~r been found.. It is hoped that 
readers may be able to add still further to this "dossier", and so build up our 
knowledge on this issue, and a warm invitation is extended to them. 

The stamps are alleged to have been issued during the Allied Occupation 
of the Persian Province of Azerbaijan during W•rld War I, and are listed by 
Gibbons' as follows:-

(a) Perf. 

s.G. 1. 2k. green 
3. 3k. red. 
4. 4k. r~se (Blue) 
5,. 5k. dull purple. (Blue) 
6. 7k. blue (Red) 
7. 10k~ deep blue (Red) 
8. 1 O(lk. deep blue (Red) 
9. 15k. blue and purple . 

10. 20k. red and blue 
11. 25k. purple and green 
12. 35k- green and purple. 
13. 50k. green and purple. 
1 ij.. 70k. orange and brown. 

(b) Imperf. 

14a. 1k. orange 
14b. 2k. green. 
14c. 3k- red 
14d. 5k. dull purple. 

(Overprints in black, except 
where stated). 

First, let us examine the historical background. Soon after the Great War 
commenced, Turkish troo_t:>s invaded the Azerbaijan province of Persia from the V/est, 
and ocJupied Tabriz, the chief.town, in January 1915, thereby ousting a small 
Russian force which loQke'i after that country's "interests" in the northern part of 
'neutral ' Persia. Later the same month, Russian reinforcements inflicted a number 
o~ defeats on the Turks, and re-occupied. the territory. The Russians theµ stayed 
in Tabriz, and it is understood that they took over the administration of the 
province entirely. 

After the October Revo1~tion, the Imperial troops began to leave the fronts 
and melt away to their homes. However, this did not happen "en masse", especially 
in such a 'sideshow' as on ~he Caucasian fro~t. So far as can be ascertained, it 
was no~ until after the Treaty of Brest Litovsk was signed by the Bolsheviks on 
15th December 1917, that some organised withdrawal of troo,?s took place. -In the 
meantime, the famous 'Hush Hush Army' of General Dunsterville was being organised 
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with the idea of occupying North Persia so as to penetrate into Trnnsca.ucasia 
and te organisa and drill loyal Russians, and .Armenians, for action against the 
Turks. It was aJ so hoped that any attempted German penetration into British 
Asia via Russian Trans-Caspia would be effectively stopped. The rnce to Tabriz 
between the Turks and 'Dunsterforce', as the British were called, ·,·m.s v,o~ by 
the former, who entered the tO\m in April 1918, not to give it up until the 
Armistice. 

I can find no evidence of "British or Allied trooJ?s (other than Russian) 
being in Tabriz during the peri,:,d o:r R.1ssian Occupation from January 1915 until 
April 1918, but . o~ ~ourse, there is quite a possibility that small Missions 
might have been sent up fro~ 'Mesopotamia before the arrival in Persia of the 
Dunsterforce. There is therefore a possibility that a set of strunps could have 
been issued in Persian Azerbaijan during the period _ althou8h it does seem 
strange that neither the Russian nor the Persian Languages were used in overprinting 
the stamps. 

General Da·vi:lo-':'f (who co'1.tributed the listing of Azerbaijan to the Kohl 
Handbook) has stated:- "This set was supposed to have been issued at the instance 
of a group of Entente Officers, who were assisting the Russian trooJ?s to flee from 
Persia; it is possible that there were a few English troop detachments for the 
protection of ~he agricultural and stra.tegi~ points of importance in Azerbaijan in 
1917; it is not possible at the time to speak of a regular occupation, even only 
?ersian-Azerbaijanese, in the same sense as can be said of Ba.tum; we therefore 
advise the collectors to wait patiently for the final decision concerning these 
seldom seen stamps . Besides the stamps found in the trade, a large number of 
envelopes have also been placed before us, which, ho·vever, were not issued in the 
Persian region, but postmarked at Baku, and which had probably regularly go'1.e to 
:i'iflis. All the cancel1"1tions fram Baku were dated Octo,er 19th 1917 (that is to 
say, shortly before the Kerenski Gov3rnment was thrown out by the Bolsheviks in 
Russia)." 

The late F. J.:Melville in his booklet "Azerbaijan" says; "It is significant 
that these stamps only made their appearance on the stamp markets of Londo_1. :iad. 
Paris after the first definitive stamps of the National Republic of Azerbaijan made 
their appearance. A considerable por-l;ion, if not the main bulk, of the stamps was 
acquired by a well known Persian stamp dealer in Paris. In 1921, on account of 
reports spread in London as to the existence of forgeries of these overprinted 
stamps, the reports were cr.-.ntradicted by the Paris dealer in question, v,ho offere,i 
at the time "a good premium to anyone who can send me a set of forgeries and 
indicate the author a-? them"." 

That there are many forgeries, even granted that the 'originals' are a 
genuine issue, is evident when any quantity of the stamps is exat1ined. Eight 
distinct types of overprint have been found, one type which has been sub-dbri.ded. 
in three, each of which may po-ssibly be of different origin, althou6h it is 
believed nol;. There may easily be further types, which are not recorded. 
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Details of' Overprints 

(a) The "large" Types 

Type number and measurement in mm. 

I II III IV V 
Height of' letters in top roN 1~ 2 1¾ 2 1¾ 
Distance between rows 2¾ 3 2½ 2~ 3 
Distance from top· to base of' complete ovpt. 6¼ 6½ 6 6! 6¾ ... 
Length o!' overprint. 13 12i, 12½ 13 13¼ 
Diagonal; top left to bottom right 14½ 14½ 14 14½ 14½ 

('b) The "Sna 11" Types 

VI VII VIII 
•Height of' l~tters in top row 11. 1½ 1½ 
Distance between rows 3½ 3¼ 3 
Distance from top to base of jo~plete ovp·:; . 6 . 6¼ 6½ 
Length of overprint 13 12t/13¥ 12½/13¼¥ 
Diagenal; top left to bottom right 15 14 14½ 

¥ First fig. top line; Second, bettom. 

Characteristics other than Measurement 

TYPE 1 • Large type • .. This type is the one most commonly met with. Usually it is 
very carefully applied-, apparently by a metal stamp. The general type might be 
divided into three sub-types, which vary very slightly in shape of letters, but 
not sufficiently to list such variations. It is believed they are impressions 
made from the same handstamp at different times. The three types may be recognised 
by ink; as follows:-

~:~ Very thin and clear letters, in dull i~k. 
Thin letters, clear; but in very shiny ink. 

(9) Very thick letters in dull ink. 
Overprints in red of' this general type do not exhibit these differences in 

ink, usually havi.~g a rather oily appearance and being in a red-brick colour. The 
top and bettom lines of the overprint are almost the same in length, but the last 
letter of ~AZIRBAYBDJ.AN' is extremely narrow compared·to its fellow at the end of 
'OCCUPATION'. The 'I I of the wo"'.'d ·'OCCUPATION' is shorter than the 'T' that precedes 
it. 

TYPE II A large overprint in very oily ink. The bottom line is slightly longer 
than the top line. In the word 'AZERBAYEDJ.A.~' the letters 'RBA' appear not so tall 
as those immediately preceding ~nd f'o:lowing them. This is most noticeable when 
comparing the letter 'A' with the following 'Y'. The lobe of the 'P' is broken in 
'OCCUPATION I. 

TYPE III. large type, in very dull ink. Similar in some respects to Type I, 
except that the letters are smaller. Both lines of the overprint are of equal 
length. Unlike Type I, the letter 'I' of 'OCCUPATION' is of equal length to the 
letter 'T '·. 

TYP.E IV. Large type. Akin tc ~ype I but letters 'PAT' of 'OCCUPATION' 'more 
spaced than other types. Tail o~ 'Y' in seco~d line quite straight. On clear 
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specimens a straight line appearsdirectly beneath the letters 'RB 1 of the second 
line. 

TYPE v. Large type. Similar to Type I, but 'I' of top line not short; 1U1 is 
much wider; cross of 'T' very thick. The letter 'D' on second line is wider than 
in Type I-

TYP.E VI. Small type. Very squa.re, thin letters. Top and bottcm. lines the same 
in length, but about 1mm. out of alignment, and quite easily discemed. The head 
of the letter 1P 1 is very elong9-ted, and the 'Y' in the bottom line is not evenly 
spaced between the letters 'A' and 'E'. Tail of the 'Y' sloping. 

TYPE VII. Small type, som~hat similar to Type VI~ except that the letter 'Y' is 
evenly spaced between the 'A' and 'E'. Bottom line longer than the top, but the 
beginning of each word is in vertical alignment~ Tail of 1Y1 is sloping. 

TYPE VIII. Small type. Bottom line slightly long!r than the t~p. Rather elongated 
1P 1 en top line. The tail of the 'Y' in second line is straight, unlike either of 
the previous types of the small type of overprint. 

Postmarks found on certain of the types . 

While lcoking at a collectien some months ago, I noticed several cepi9s 0~ 

Type I with a small part of a postmark over the corner of each stamp. By tracing 
off these 'corners' and joining them together, I was confronted. with a copy of the 
Tabriz Consulate pos~ma.rk (The 'Russia:n Consul. ·1 type) dated 25.4-17. This was a 
discovery indeed, for the post:na.rks of the Con3ulate are very rare and desirable, 
and the chances of a for6er being aware of their existence would be slim. As 
already mentionad. by Mr.Tchilinghirian in these pages1 there are two postmarks o~ 
Tabriz Consulate, and I was intrigued to find, later, a copy of the same Type I 
overprint apparently postmarked with the other cancellation of the Oon~~late (The 
'Russian Consulate' type). But only for a moment, far this postmark was obviously 
a for7..ery, the w<>rd 'Co"'lsulate' in Russian being without its first few letters! 
The da t.~ W'H.'i 11 ,. 7 .16. I have since examined a number of the Type I overprints 
which bear the 'Hussiau ~~usul' 25.4,17 postmark, and have been very fortunate in 
securing a cover which is appa-:--ently genuine ( though 'philatelic') having this 
same postmark, with the same date. There are differences between the postmarks 
which pro 13 that the one seen on the ov3rprinted starnps is a forgery. On-: the 
genuine po3tm.ark, there is a do-4; after 'Consul', not to be found on the forgery, 
and the shape of the figures denoting the date, differ. The lines either side o: 
the date are slightly thinner on the original. There are also ~llr.lerous small 
differences in the formation of individual letters. 

A further point in discussing the issue, is that the cover bears only 
Arms Types, and no ')verprinted stamps. Ho,,3ver, the co13r is a philatelic one, 
and though addressed to Baku, obviously did not pass throu6h the post. The word 
( in Russian) 'Registered i is inscribed O"l the envelope, but it was not registered. 

We may, therefore, reasonably o~~lemn Type I as a forgery. There would be 
little point, in the early twenties anyh0w, in fQrging postmarks unless it was to 
sell the stamps. 

I have been also fortunate in obtaining a cov9r showing Type IV ov~rprints 
pestmarked Baku 19.10.17. It is presumed that this is the kind f\eferred te by 
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General Davideff, although it must be said that he mentions his as having 
'probably regularly gone to Tiflis', and I may have a forged cover of the type 
recerded by him. I have seen a number of similar covers but all have been 
addressed 'locally' to Baku, but do not app~ar to give any indication of having 
been near a Post Cffice. The postmark of Baku, dated 19.10~17, is vaguely 
similar to the genuine types, but on comparison is most certainly a forgery. 
Because c-f this I submit that Type IV is a forged overprint too. The Type IV 
overprint is the type which is illustrated in G-ibbons' Catalogue, and perhaps 
is the one which they have accepted as genuine when wzi_ting the Catalogue. 

The only other Type of overprint I have seen postmarked is Type VI. 
Unf'ortUJ;J.ately the postmark was under the ovE"rprint, and to ma.lee matters worse, 
was of a wavy lines ro) J er type, the nearest of which cancellations in use to 
Azerbaijan was a toss up between Odessa and Kiev.'.'· We may safely, therefore, 
dismiss Type VI from. the scene. 

Forgeries detected ether than by Postmarks 
· Type II ove-rpririt can be condemned, since it seems that its manufacturer 
had only one ink pad~ which was black. This is the type which is constantly 
found or.ly in black on all values of the Arms Type, regardless as to whether the 
ce:mbiria tion of colcaur and value was recorded or not. 

So there we are. Summing up, it looks as thougt we must pin our faith as 
to whether 0r not the issue is authentic, upon Types III, V, VII and VIII. All 
these types appear to be scarce, but should any reader find any copies of such 
stamps pQstmarked, it w~uld be of the greatest interest to hee.r of them, and w~uld 
materially help our problems in regard to this intriguing issue. However, as 
Type I is sOQletimes fo\.md with Champion's guarantee we must assume that it was c>n 

the basis of this type that Continental dealers adjudged the issue genuine and. 
censequently the chances ef provir.g the ·remairiing types authentic must be 
considered slim. 

I am indebted to Messrs. Handford, Stibbe, Knighton and Tchilinghirian 
for allowing me to note items in their ccllectionf:!. 

(Since submitting the above article to the Editors for publication, the writer 
has read Mr.H. D. s. Haverbeck 1 s brief but interesting article on these Overprints, 
published in the January 1953 edition of 'Collectors' Club Philatelist' (New 
York). Mr. Hav-erbeck, who is raising the 1;1ame query as to the validity of this 
::i.ssue reproduces a tre.nsla tion of a letter which V't-as apparently y,ri tten on 
31 st March 1922 by M. SirCltkin, Postal Administrator at Baku from March 1917. 
Part of the letter states: "(4) The English entered Baku on the 4th August 1918 
at the epoch of tr..e temporary dictatorf:!hip o:' the so-called 'Caspian Fleet'. 
Sinee at that time the management of the Baku Pest and Telegraph District V\19.s in 
my hands, I gave permission to apply the surcharge(? overprint) 'OCCUPATION 
AZIRBAYEDJAN' on postage stamps. The act was required by the English Commandant. 
(5) On the 15th sept. 1918 there was no power at all in Baku The English remnants 
had retired." The letter is apparently written to an Engineer s.I.Kusovkin, at 
Baku, and Mr. Haverbeck mentions that he died lc1 ter in 1922. There was a well 
known Baku philatelist of ,the same name and there is little doubt that it was 
addressed t& that person, whose best lmown article is possibly the one publjshed on 
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the Ti:flis Town Stamp in the 'Soviet Philatelist' No.1/3, 1930. Bearing this in 
mind, it is more than likely that the letter is a genuine one, although it is 
very doubtful, when one reads the available literature on the 'Dunsterforce' 
Expedition v,rhether the British Major-General had the right or the inclination to 
'order' the overprint. The possibility of the issue being made as a result of 
the British landing bas been considered previously but has always been rejected 
because of the complete lack of evidence whatsoever, but Mr. Haverbeck' .3 

publication of this letter all<:ws us tc consider the matter again. Perhaps some 
reader can help us with this baffling problem? Needless to say, these fresh 
points do not invalidate any of' the comments I have made in the article reproduced 
above. 

P.T.A. 

"POSTAL AGENCY m LAFKVITZI" 

P0strnark No. 11, shown on page 225 of Journal No. 9 has been examined 
by Mr. A. Prilutzki, who points out that what was thouE,ht to re "fia_!" is 
really "fill!", an abbreviation for "filialnaya" (branch office) as suggested 
by Capt. Shramchenko. After further examir.atien ef the postmark, we agree 
with them. 



II . II 

OCCUl?AtION _,\ZIRBAY£DJAN OVPTS 
-PLATE ONE 

TYP£S OF OVERPRINT 
.. (A)•~ T~P£51 , 

sus-~pes OF TYPE .:c 

TABl<JZ: CONSUf.AlEr .. -. ------~.j---.11!!11!!!..-i!!!!!l~PI!!!!!!~--~..---..... ~ ... . ~ 

nfE cov~ A-StoE, , 
AL 71-tOV't'f 'PttlU\Tl!UC-

1
' 

S'fOW5 v~uc ~ 
TllPE Sl"At.\'P$ CANC£JJZP 
Wt-nf 1'Jt£ FIRST 1"1~ 
0~ CONSUU\ 1£ l"OSTMAR,(,, 

'n,ff" 1'1~ saow .stto• 
A ~PE .I OVEll.PRJt,rr 
Of\NC£J..I..El) !',".!' A 
F"o~ c.o,.,a&Jl.A,-n:, 
Jg$~SIN\1~ 
EVEN 1b M'TE. llk>TIE. 
11-f£ SU"'4T ~CE 

. ' 
' .~·' 
.; .;,"!f'_j,,_ -

IU . 
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• "OCCUPATION AZIRBAY£DJAN OVPTS 
'PL;ATE T'wo 

TABlU'Z CONSULATE 'POSTMAR.K.S (coH'11NIIED) 
,__,..., - "'-' ~ ......... ~ ,,...__ --- . ,,..___ ....... -

~CCIHC,t 
,-0 ~ 
C'l"t '- ff" :s: - .. . .. 

~ .. 

, ,,, 
,.. .=, 

lW'E X OVEa:PRINl"' 
CANcn1EDB)'~Y 
OF ~I> l'YP£ OF ~-

EXAMPU o~ q~ 
SftOIU)l'YF£'OF 
CoN&Ua.A1'E f'bslMA,:u(,._ 

0~ EVIDENCE OF F'OIUt£0 OVERPQNlS 

T,,,a.~IM~, 
Jkl'TON "nfa ~ &~"N 

'r,HUO~,euT 
~TT~0Wtl.'11C«~. 

TYPE li:VID£NC.£ \IDDICT 

r ~ 1'0$lMAlU(.S ON SE1',&,RA11; ST4N\PS I ANI> Al.SO ON .STAA\1'S ON 
PI HOl'EJ), · . Fo~.ER.~ 

Jr "iO l>O!>T~ ~£CIMENS SUN Jk>l' OVERl'RINTii 1H 111£ WRONQ 
COLOU~ NOTU, ON CER.TMN .ST•M~. FoR..q~)' 

1[ Ho UUD CCPl!i;S RECMDED. .>oueTFU&.... 

,N f'OUN() SIN~~ Al.So o~,..,~Kd> COVU.S, &EARJNQ A. R>RqE:O 
l'OSTM.AfU(.. Kl.I, 19.10. FOR.'tEfUJ 

y CXAMI'~ "'"°' OH :IOI(. Yi\LUE, O:NTII.£ 1H 19rf (7J 5~~T &tij\J:)£. 
ho uan>c.o,._. ~- .J)OU&TFUL.. 

vr: Co~ SUN u.&&r>., ~P""laNlL~ CAH(£JJ.Zt, 8"j //;. RO&J.J:R, J'OS~. 
IN A.tt'J CASli' 111£ ~NT IS ON l"ol' Of'---···"..,. . ~ER;/ 

w ,.o us~ co?1E3 ~P-l>,o;J> ))odBTFoL., 

WI NO U$E1:> COl'lf:S RJ.c'oRDEO J>ouaTFu~ 
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.AIOffiDA TO .AmiS ISSJE OF' RUSSIA, 1909-19 23 

By P. JULIUS FORS 

Uop. : So. 73 .... s~ G. 92. Perf. 

1~11 v~ Imprint (c) 1910 BL. (reported. by H.c~ Gosa), Wm- H. 

B2 , 2B5 out 2 is larger, BR.above band, Win• v. 

2 K•p .. : Sc• 74 - s. G. 93, Perf'.: 

1911 v. Imprint (c) 1911 BL (Q(Dss), Win• H~ 

-
C3, 303, BL, 8H3 :SL, Win· v. 

1912 B2I, but like B2 horizontal bands solid across bottom 
and te1p, without horizontal bands across centre, but 
small ones on each side; 8H3, BL above band. 

B2II -like B2, but herizontal bands are solid across, 
thin at top, intermediate at centre, and heavy band at 
battom. 6F3, BL, wm. V-

3 Kep.: Sc• 75 - S-G~ 94. Perf'. 

1909 C3, Imprint (a) 1910,- p:Fl; (Gess), wm. H-

1912 B2, 1A1, Wlil• v. 

1909 

Like B2, solid herizvntal bands across toF and bottom, 
nm band across centre but short bands en each side; 
7Gl,. BL above band. 

4 Kop. : Sc• 76 - s. G. 95 1 Perf' •· 

C3, 
C3, 
C3, 
C3, 

Imprint (a) 1909 BR, deep rose coJot:r, 1A1, BL., 
Imprint (e) 1909 BR, rosine coJour, 2A1, BL, '@D.• 
Imprint (a) 1911 BR, 1A1, BL, Win- H. 
Imprint (a) 1911 BR, 2A1, BL, wm. H. 

Wm H. 
H. 

1912 B2, Centre h~rizontal band broken c., 1A1, BL above band, Wm. V 

5 Kop.: Sc. 77 ~ s.G.i 96, Perf'. 

03, 1A6 BR brown-claret 
1A6 BR, red-claret, good perforation except on extreme right 
1A6 BR, claret, bad perforation 
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5 !Cop. : Sc. 123 - s. G. 159, Imp. 

03, 1A6 BR, brC"Wll-claret 
03, 1A6 BR ·but less heavy pedioel and with thinner base like 

that of" A1., deep claret 
03, B2, BR, claret 

· 03, D8, light claret, claret 

15 Kop.: $0. 81 - s.G. 100, Perf. 

1919 01, except instead of v. band. at extreme right, has two 
V• bands, on L si.de of sheet, with one brown-purple(broken 
at c.), but with solid light blue band to R. of it {also 
broken into tv,o at top); also vertical blue band C unbroken. 
Colours are light brown-purple with centre milky blue. 
Imprint (b) 1909, BR., 4D3, BL., WIJl. H. 

50 Kop~: So. 85 - s. G. 104, Pert. 

1922 A8, m. 5Bl blurred. Dark brovm-purple with dark yellow
green centre (Has 30 R. OP) 

SUMMARY OF EARLIEST DATED PRINTINGS 

·1 !Cop. (1909) (a) 4-, v.BL. 1910 (Goes} 

2 Kop. (190~) (c) v.Bt. 1910 (H.C-Goss) 

3 !Cop. 

5 Kop. 

7 Kop. 

~a~ 6 , 1909 (Goss) ; 
e. 1910 (Gose); 

(a) 1911 

(b) 1 ' 19C9; (b~ 1' 1911 
(b) 2, 1909; (b 2, 1911 

(e.) 2, 1910 

le) \ . 4,1909 
(d) 4, 1911 

(d~ 4-, 1911 
(d 8, 1911 

10 Kop. (1909); (1911) 

14 Kop. (b) 3~ 1909 

1 5 lCo"f.. (b) 4-, 1909; ( 1911 ) 

20 Kof. (b) 1910 

25 Kop. (a) 1908 

35 Kop. (a) 1910 

50 XoI- (a) 1908 (Qoss) (a) 1910 
has 5 piastre OP. 

(a) 1909 (Goss) 

70 ]fop. (a) 1910, has 7 piastre OP. 

1R., (a) 1910 

NOTE: (a.) (b) (c) (a.) refer to imprints, see my original paper. 
Date in (1909), not seen but must exi.st. 
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THB RCMANOV TERCENTENARY ISSUE OF 1913 

~ 

By DR. GREGORY B. SALISBURY 

The most rewarding phase of' philatelic journalism i.s the warm 
response from readers. The publication of this article inaugurated a 
steady stream of correspondence and personal visits from· many members. 
)(r. Barry provided me with a number of ~omanov items and addenda from the 
British members. On this side, Mr. F-Julius Fohs sent me a list of varieties 
in his albums within the scope of this treatise and a number of Ihotostats of 
his "mute"-postmarks for a future article. Dr. Snegireff and Mr.Kurt Adler, 
from Bosten and New York respectively, visited me to view my possessions, and 
to give me the detailed reports on their Romanov '\"Srieties. Both likewise 
brought me their collections of "mutes" on Roma.nova. Captain s. de Shramchenkc 
brought me his internatienally famous c~llection of Ukraine and placed all of 
the RG>man,ws at my disposal, as well as copious notes in Russian and many of l:i.s 
duplicates as ~ifts. Mr.tester Glass has likewise been most helpful and last 
but not least, Mr. Ha.verbeck, fealow member of Collector) Club of New York, 
gave me detailed information on the Romanev rarities in his albums. 

To meke the listing easier for those who wish to add the information 
to the previously given data, Romanov values, as well as facts will be 
placed in proper sequence, as they appear in Journals 8, 9, 10. If any of the 
members possess additional material of interest pertaining to this series, the 
information will be most welcome for possible publication in the future in 
order to achieve completion. 

ADD.EtIDA TO NO. e. 
ONE KOPECK 

. A large imperforate block of five by two c-f the 1 kop. ·stamp was sent 
to me by Mr. Lester Glass. It had the word "OBRAZFrZ" or rSPRJIM:m'" perfora.ted 
across the 1 .. : ,:,,:k horizontally, covering the lower third eif the upper row and 
the upper third of the lower row. 

:Mr. Haverbeck reported a double print of 1 kop., also an imperforate 
pair of this value. 

The catalogue of the von Scharfenberg collection mentions forgeries of 
the 1,2,3,7,14,15 and 20 kop. Romanov values shown imperforate and cancelled, 
the 15 kop. on a piece, postally cancelled. The teeth of these were trimmed and 
these were disposed of to collectors as great rarities-

TWO KOPECKS. 

Mr.Kurt Adler showed me a complete offset of the 2 ko~- value, also a 
double perforation between a vertical pair. There was likewise a paper fold 
freak running through the left third of the stamp, vertically, with the numeral 
"2" on each side of the -fold or margin and no value on the right side of the 
stamp. 
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Mr.F.Julius Fahs states that he has a 2 koi:. value with perforations 
misplaced vertically to the left in pairs, also a double perforation on the 
second 2 kop. set at a diagonal with the regular, on the left side of the stamp. 

Mr. Ba.verbeck reports an imperfora te pair of the 2 kop. value in his 
collection. 

The Von Schart,enberg collection listed a pair of 2 kop. yellow green 
with "different teeth~, a compound? There was likewise a 2 kop. blue instead of 
green, chemically altered in Odessa and passed on as a "great rarity". 

THREE KOP.ECKS 

I acquired a block of four ef the 3 kop. double perf&ration, upper left 
corner marginal, with a double perfora i;ion between the upper and the lower 
stamps hGrizontally. · 

l,{r. Adler has a double perfora. tion item with the occurrence between the 
vertical pair. He also has QX'e with a vertical perforation misplaced. There 
was likewise a paper fold freak of the 3 kop. similar to the 2 kop. item 
previously described. 

Mr. Fahs has a 3 kop. stamp, with the perferetions misplaced vertically 
to the left, shewn in pair. Mr- Haverbeck infemed me that he had an imperfornte 
bl:>ck of four of the 3 kop. value, also a dot·ble print of the 3 kop.· in a 
block of four. Mr. Glass presented me with a deep wine coloured 3 ~op. stamp, 
cautiously commenting that it "11!8Y be a changeling - but interesting". 

The Von Scharfenberg catalogue lists a letter with a 3 kop. ncut-o~t" 
from a postcard, serving as a stamp, alorg with a 2 kOf• ordinary Romanov 
issue. 

FOUR KOPECKS 

Mr. Barry provided a freak stamp ef this value, illustrated in this 
article. Many fine insured covers, bearing various postage, including the four 
kopeck value were added to my co]lecti0n, showing a wide assortment of censor 
markings, wax seals, stickers and postmarks. These will be discussed in detail 
in a future article on Wor:d ~ar I censor marks. 

SEVm KOPECKS 

Mr. Fohs informs me that he has a 7 kop. double impression, described 
by Koslewski also a 7 kop. lower right corner not printed, it has been turned 
under. I acquired a br0~nish grey seven kopeck stamp which has all the earmarks 
of·a chemical changeling. · 

TEN KOPECKS 

Mr. Adler writes that he has a 10 kop. paper fold, on a used stamp. A 
large number of' 10 kctp. stamps with mute cancellatiens have been added to the 
cellection, and these will be discussed later. 
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FOURTEEN KOP]X]{S 

Mr, Barry sent me a "worn plate'' 14 ko~. stamp to join the ••scratched 
plate•! type forwarded previously. Mr. Ha.verbeck informed me that his 
cGllection bad an imperforate 14 kop. Romanov. · The Von Scharfenberg catalogue 
lists a '-'blue" Odessa chemical changeling. 

F!FrEENKOPECKS 

Dr.L.S-Snegireff informs me that he has a 15 kop. stamp, mint with 
an indistinct mark from. the plate in the same yellew brown colour in "wedge 
form" on the white left margin oppasite the value of the stamp, i.e. 15 bp. 

TWENTY KOPECKS 

The Von Scharfenberg catalogue lists a 20 kop. yellow green "Odessa" 
chemical changeling. 

TWENTY FIVE KOPIDKS 

Captain s. de Shramchenko sent me a red 25 kor. Romanov. It does 
not seem to be a colour changeli.Jllg, · and it is not listed under the chemical 
precess alteratians of Odessa, where blues were produced from greens, and 
yellow greens from olive greens. 

Mr. Adler has a vertical perforation strongly misplaced, so that the 
stamp loc.ks almest imperforate. Mr. Fohs has ene with the perforaticns 
misplaced vertically to the left, shown in pair. 

The von Scharfenberg catalogue listed a pair of 25 kop. lilac Romano,;s,. 
sh~wing different "teeth". The listing is a bit _vague. 

FIFTY KOPECKS 

I acquired a "cracked plate" type of the 50 kop. Romanov, likewise a 
double perfo1ation type used on piece. At this time one may report definite 
shade varieties, ranging from light to dark of the 50 ko~. stamp~ 

SEVENTY KOPECKS 

The Vor: Scharfenberg collectior_ listed a 70 kop, blue brown instead of 
the usual green-brown, a colour changeling produced. in Odessa, by a chemical 
process. My copy of the peacock blue (light) and brown of the same value; 
previously described, may be a changeling of the same origin. All drastic cGlour 
varieties ef the Romanov series are ·suspected as passible colour falsifications. 

ROUBLE VALUES - ONE, TWO, THREE AND FIVE ROUBIES 

Mr. Ha.verbeck listed a sheet of 1 rouble and a sheet of 5 rouble stamps 
in his collection sold recently. The Von Scharfenberg collection lists a cover 
with a 6XIO block Gf Romanov I rouble stamps, postally dancelled and passed from 
the Odessa P.O. 
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Mr. Chudoba showed me his horizontal pair Qf 2 rouble imperf'ora.tes, 
and our British members likewise possess copies of the sam~ variety. Thus, my 
vertical pair has plenty of cGm.pany. 

14r. Barry provided for me a lewer margin 3 rouble Romanov stamp glued 
on face as well as on the back. 

Dr- Snegireff described his sheet gf 5 rouble stamps, at our last 
meeting, and I am reproducing the details here. It is of course the usual 
SXIO arrangement of the sheet, mint, ten at the top and five at the side. 
There is a figure "4~ on the side, also plate oentreing cross markers top and 
bottom. One inch margins all rotmd. 

OTHER INFORMATION 

Before leaving the No.8 material, two other p~ints must be covered. 
Mr. F@hs infenns me that he has a Russian Consulate cover from Tabriz, dated 
June 1916. Dr .. Snegireff has likewise ene of these rare covers. His shows a 
3 kcp. Romanov along with the non-jubilee postage. Journal No.10 carried an 
excellent article on the material of this type, written by Mr. Tchilinghirian, 
titled "The Consular Post Office of Tabriz". 

In the ;F'eldpost use of the R01ranoy stamps, as illustrated in No. 8, a 
German Field Post stamp was accidentally shown, along with those of the Austrian 
Field Po~t. The K-D~Feldpoststation or K.D.Feldpostamt·;.denotes the German Field 
Office, the K.D. standing for Koeniglich Deutche. These are shown in the 
illustration of this article, including the one accidentally shown in No.8. 
Mr. Chudoba has a 2 kop. Romanov with the cancella tior. of the type shown on the 
1 kop. and the 7 kop. stamps. The K. u.K. Feldpostamt or the Kaiserlich und 
Koenigliches Feldpostamt cancellations sho'V'.n in ;No. 8 were of the Austrian Field 
Post. 

Mr. Adler brought me a very fine K.D. Feldpostamt Reserve Corps 
cancellation piece, showing the Field Post cancellation on the 10 kop. Romanov 
and two other stamps. This and my recent acquisition of a block of four of the 
7 kop. K.D.Feldpostexp. Garde-Reserve-Div. cancellation are shown in the 
illustratic,n. 

I have recently acquired the follewing: 

A cover Shanghai to Dresden, Germany bearing the 1 , 3, 7 and 10 kc,p. 
Romanovs. It bears a cancellation "Shanghai Foste Russe, 21-5-1913 with the 
Russian letter "o" (B) at the bottom of the double oval, thus the cancellation 
is bilingual. 

Also copies of the 3,7,10 and 20 kop. cancelled as here illustrated. 
These were sent to Constantinople for use on return mail and were used instead of 
R.O.P.i.T. overprinted stamps. This practice ~~s allowed by the authorities. 
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- MAP 13 

1AUTMI-I 

ADIHIDA TO NO. 9. 

,o_ 20...,. 

A large number of Tercentenary postcards have been added to the 
collection, many of these showing members of the Imperial family, as well as 
one with portraits in colour of the entire Romanov dynasty. The portraits 
are all beautifully executed. :Many stamped envelopes of 1913 were also 
acquired, exhibi 'ting high-values affixed and unusual censor markings. 
Ooo:mercially used secretki were likewise procured, hard to get items on this 
side. Romanov wrappers with interesting censor r.ia.rkings were also added to 
my ccllection. 

In the f~eJd of currency stamps, Dr. Snegireff reports ov.nership of 
the 1'1915 Odessa Forgery" part of the lot of 308 confiscated frOl?l 
R.Feyvelevich at Kherson, where he and his confederate, a Mr. Kurganov, passed 
them off to clerks in the stores of 'l'iatnchenko, Herschkovich and others. 
Dr. Snegireff has a clipping frOII' a Russian newspaper (1915) which gives the 
details of the arrest. The forgery was crude, and a readily detected one in 
which Nicholas Ist has an exopthalmos of the left eye and the first three 
letters of Nicholas an look alike, i. e. "HHfi~• instead of ''HMK" · 

Dr. Snegireff likewise has the 10,15 and 20 kop. paper currency stamps 
in sheets of 100~ in two distincit light and dark shades, also the 2 on 2 kcp. 
currency arms and inscription on back (Scctt 113) with part of the R.0.P.i.T. 
postmark of Constantinopole (Russian Offices), off ocver ur..fortunately!! 

:Mr. Reynclds, in discussing the fcrgeries c-f these currency stamps in 
a recent letter, commented that he knew of a canbination of "net showing a 
s hp at the end of inscription" and "printing dor e over gum", but not of them 
singly. The reader is referred t,_ the discussion cf forgeries of these stamps 
in No. 9, 

Mr. Ha·.rerbeck inf',mned me that he had a large double overprint of 
1 on 1 kop. en face. 

surcru:q1:es t.)ll the R~mano"'-s section received a jolt when Mr.Haverbeck 
reported an imperff}rate 10/7 stamp~ Mr.Adler showed me a block of four cf the 
inverted overprint of 10/1 also a stamp cf the same value v1ith the "10" in the 
centre of the space between the denomination posit ions. "0" en the left edge, 
and "1" near the right margin. The same type cf surcharge was shovm on the 14 koi;. 
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except that the surcharge '~20" was above the portrait, and the "0" and "2" were 
on each side, near the margins. 

Soviet overprints on the Romancvs have been added to the coliection. 
These are all philatelic in nature, manuf'actured with government sanction, 
supervision and a desire for sane foreign money. To those previously described 
we now add two postcards. Bc•th are 4 kop. Romanovs. One shows the Imperial 
portrait ccxnpletely cc: -.·ered by the same overprint as that of the 14 kop. stamped 
envelgFe, previously described in No.10. Here the print is clearer, and can be 
easily read. It is: Edition of the Journal, Soviet Philatelist, Moscaw, Tverslcy 
Boulevard, 12 on the top half o:f the stamp, in Russian, in five lines. In the 
middle is Verlag, foll$wed by four lines of the same as above, but in German. 
All enclosed by an elaborate frame, post horns, hammer and sickle, etc. The 
Imperial arms on the left side of the post card are obliterated by a ha.11111er 
and sickle, enclosed by a double circle, broken at the bGttom by the two lines 
"Prc..letaria t of the World, Unite" and within the lines of the tvro concentric 
circles "Russian Federated Republic". A pair of 237 Scott is affixed to the 
card, cancelled Petrograd, 30.6.23. 

The ether card has the identical overprint on the left side, covering 
the Imperial a:nns, but the right side, i.e. the portrait is covered by an 
overprint featuring a Hungarian stamp, 1919, Issue of the Soviet Republic, 
featuring Karl Marx: on a 20f. r:.Jse and br0wn. however in this case the 
overprint is blfie black. 

UKRAINE 

Recently it has been my pleasure to examine, and to study the enormous 
Ukraine collection of Cat. Shramchenko. In the past, I have read his writings 
with great interest in Rossica and in various ot:-ier publications. The collection 
naturally intereste<i me in the scope of the tridented Roma.nova. The notes given 
below were jotted down by me, during the viewing, and from the outline in Russian 
and Ukrainian presented to me, along with the stamps by the Captain. Any comments 
on the text below, or the illustrations should be fozwarded to the Captain direct, 
as my role here was merely that of the translator,and I do not wish to be shot by 
any stray philatelic bullets. 

Shramchenko's collection was divided int$: 

1. Official 
2. Philatelic 

a. Normal and new overprints (novo-nadpechatki) 
b. Private 

3. Philatelic Soviet and Soviet new overprints 
4- Fantastic. 

OFFICIAL - 1918 

Kiey 1. various types, on various Romanovs; more often on 10/1, 20/14 kop. 
Kiev 2d on 10/1, 20/14 and on 14 kop. 
Kiev 2f on 10/7, 20/14. 
Kiev 2g on 1,2,3,7,10,14,15,20,20/14,10/1. 
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Kiev 2gg on the entire series, plus 10/7 and 20/14- He has all but the 
2 and 3 rouble values. 

Kiev 4-Ministerial-entire series pl:is 10/7, 20/14. They went through the mails 
on letters, cards, money orders. Overprints are in black, red or green. 
He has the entire set. 

Berezno-Volynia-exists on one stamp only, the 1 kop. and only on one sheet 
of 100 stamps. He had a single, and a pair. The only official issue of local 
manufacture. 
Podol. post. tel. okru~-Podolia, Kamenetz-Pod.. Podolia Ia. Exists on 1 , 2, 7, 10, 10/7 

( on 200 stamps) and 1 rouble ( only 20). The 1 rouble stamp is RRR. 
Eka.terinoslav Corps pmk. shown on regular stamps and Romanovs and on the 

Ukrainian stamps of Kherson. · 

When Captain Shre.mchenko visited Volynia, annually between 1929 and 
1939, he discussed the postal conditions of 1918-19 with the chief or Nachalnik 
of the post and telegraph branches of Berezno, Kostapil, Lindwipil, Pochajew and 
others. Here is the story. In 1918 the chief of the Berezno P.O. was Mykola 
Uljanchenko, but the actual overprint of the stamps with the tridents v.e.s done by 
his assistant Kotrushenko. The latter stated that they had b~t one sheet of the 
Roma.novs , of 1 kop. value and this was tridented by an overprint of their o.m 
manufacture. 

The chief of the P.O. at Kostapil, Dornontowich and the chiefs of_ 
Lindwipil and Pochajew had s one remnants of Romanovs 1>ut did not overprint them 
with the Ukraine tridents (also of their own make) but sent them back to the 
Jkr.ig in Kiev. 

The chief of the Ukraine Post.Tel.Okrug of Podolia, Spiridon Yyhailowych 
Nawrocky, stated that concerning (see Filate-lista· Polski of 1920) Romanov stamps 
with Ukraine trident overprints: "Romanov stamps according to special orders of 
the Ukrainian Ministry of Posts and Telegraphs were pulled back even at the end of 
1917 to Kiev from all ever the ~_ine. There, in 1918, these were overprinted 
with Ukrainian tridents of Kiev types. Because these stamps ·were taken out of 
circulation by a . telegraphed order of the Ministry, several local post.tel.otdele
nias, due to -war conditions, did not return the stamps to the okrug, and were left 
with supplies of the Romanov stamps; These supplies were not great. When after 
eight months, the gtdelenias sent supplies of Russian stamps (not all, as some were 
overprinted locally) remnants of the Romanov series were included. At the Okrug 
these we~ overprinted by the tridents of that particular okrug. This explains 
the fac·t that other than the Kiev types were seen on the tridented stamps of the 
Rc,man()v issue. Each okrug had R001anov stamps, maximum of 1000 , and some had less." 

Further, Nawrocky emphasizes the official status of the Podolia ov3rprint, 
1a, on the Romanov stamps, and gives figures. All of this information was 
conveyed to Capt. de Shramchenko p~rsonally in Kamenetz Pod. in 1919 in the 
Podolian Post.Tel.Okrug. 

2. PHILATELIC 

There are (a) nonnal philatelic overprints on Romanov stamps i.e. those 
seen frequently an,d their number is larger. These are Kiev 2a, b, bb, c, e, ee. 
All were seen on the 10/7. 20/14 and on 2,3, 7, 10 and 14 kop. Possibly they exist 
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on the others, but were not seen by Shramchenke. He has a stamp of 3 kop-.-, 2al 
that received. the overprint o~ the 5th of five tridents which was used usually 
on postage stamps of smaller dimensienst thus besides this trident, there was a 
part of the 2b trident cm the right side at the margin. There is also the 
Kharkev 3b2 which exists on the entire series of Romanov stamps. 

The other philatelic overprints are of the private type, generally seen 
in small numbers or in single specimens. These are as follows: 

Kiev 4o on currency stamps. Seen on 1, 3, 10, 15, 20 kop-. 
Local: Jitomir 2 on 4 kop. Chemigov I, Pirohowka (Chern gub) Kowel 

(Volyn.) Macijew (Volyn.) Luck (Volyn.) Pinsk ()(insk gub) 
Novo-Tshartoryja (Volyn gub.) Gdoldunowo (Volyn gub.) 
All of these are in the Kiev Post. Tel. Okrug. 
Poltava-black and violet. Seen on varieus stamps,, 
Ekaterinoslav I. seen en 1, 3, 7 kop. 
Ekaterincslav 2. seen en 1',5,10/7,20/14 
Odessa 5a.a on various stamps. 
Odessa 6bb on various stamps. 

Although these Odessa 5aa and 6bb can be called "private'' as they were 
utilised by Tra.ctenberg and other Odessa philatelists at the end of 1918, these 
were done by the Ukr. Post Office in Odessa·. There the tridents were cut, and 
then applied to the Russian postage stamps before the occupation of Odessa. 

Arma.vir-Kuban Oblast in 1920 issued local stamps1with the overprint of the new 
values, 10 r@ubles and 25 roubles. The philatelic overprint of 10 roubles 
was on Romanov ~tamps. Abroad overprints are knewn on the 1,2,3,7~10/7, 
14 kop. 

All these stamps vri.th philatelic overprints for philatelists do not 
interest the general Russian collector~ especially as they are feund sometimes 
on stamps already cancelled and this gives them the status of private output, 
hewever ts the specialist of Ukraine or of the Romanov issue, these present· 
value and interest. 

}. oovn:r PHILATELIC OVERPRINTS 
I 

Into the bands of the Soviet government fell many official or real 
tridents of various Ukrainian post.-okrugs, and also of local Ukrainian P.O. 's• 
In 1920-21 appeared overprints of tridents in red on Russian postage stamps, 
including the Roma.nova. Shown are Kiev I, Kiev 2gg. These are known on 
various stamps with the Kiev overprints, also of Kha,'kov, Poltava and others. 
There exist genuinely used postal c@vers. The value of these stamps is even 
less than of the stamps previously discussed. Later on, the Soviet government, 
in order to earn sane mcmey, placed on the European market various stamps with 
overprints of tridents of Ukraine (official). To tell . these apart from those of 
1918-20 is almost impossible, as the tridents were official ones, also some were 
cancelled with the regular P.O. cancellations. In time this was ended as' it did 
not pay for either political or trade .. reasons. 



4-w FANTASTIC O\TERPRlNrS 

Jitomir~ 5.Known on variou:=i types of Russ. stamps. written up by Shromchenko 
in Rossfca.~ Known on atamp!3 of Southwestern Army, Finnish stamps, and 
on R,.:iman(,tvs, Appeared in 1919. 

Ba.chmut (Ek:aterinoslav gub.) 0n -varioU.:' stamps. 1919-20. Author known. 
Fe:und alsn on cancelled stampf'I. 

Nov0r0~siidk.I. 1919-20. fantastic looal issue on various Russian stamps made 
their appearance i .n the K-..iba.n. Black overprint in Russian "Kubf'.nskaya 
Narodnaya Respublilca." or Kuban Peoples Republic. Shramchenko hns one 
cancelled at Novoro,3iisk. 

Novo:rossiisk 2. 1919-20. Sa.me cverprint but ih Ukrainian. "Kubanska•, Narodna. 
ReBpublik:a. 11 , Shramohenkc wrote t'his up for the first time in "Filatelista 
Polski" in 1920. 

On September 27, 191 7 the Kubansk:aya Voyennaya Rada proclair.ied the 
Kuban Oblast as a Kuban RepubJio with an outlet on the Black Sea, Novornssiisk, 
federated with Russ:_a under the official name of Kubanski Krai. On -i-1·.c 
1 '5th February 1 ';118 the K1iban Rada procla_imed an independent Kubanslcaya Narodna.ya 
Respublika in -the Ukra.ime.n language. Several days later in a speci::: l session 
the Kuban Rada passed a decree to join Ukraine o~ a federated basis. However 
events that follow3d turned all this topay turvy! 

ADDmDA TO No,10 

Mr. Haverbeck reported possession in his recently sold collection of 
Imperials, a 5 rouble and Wra.ngel overprint Romanov on piece, cancelled at 
Constantinopole. 

I acq'.;.i.red a. ~hee+.. ,~f 4 imp. Rr.lllanov with the A:rmenian overprint of 
5 r~ and it is iJlu~tr.c:1. ted . in this article. It is an experthed sheet and is 
cancelled 13.t Eri-,ran. l4r. Ashford ha~ a similar one with an ov3rprint on the 
10/7 Roman,:-- r., ihe s im.il.ari ty being in the peculiar overprint changes ha lf··way 
down. 

In conclusion t,, thi.t! i:1ddendum, may I thank a·ll who have made this 
instalment pcssi.ble. It is my sincere hope that the Society, both here and 
abro'3.d, E>Uppc:rl."1 any future ventures in the relatively unexplored f'ields of our 
great h,..,bby, ~';;.oh a r• the "mute~" as warmly as they have this study oi the 
Rananc'J' Issue vf 1913. 

FORGKRIES OF THE 19·;4: AIR MAIL I~-

The above were reported in Jour:19.l no.7. Since then another type 
bas appeared. · 

The paper is ungunmed, of sidely varying thickness and quality and the 
stamps appear. to be photographic copies of originals. The letters are blurred 
at the edges, sometimes only slightly, ·nevertheless this is present on every stamp. 
The design generally is less clear than on the originals. The perforation is 10½. 

Only "mint" stamps of ?ype II have been seen, those of Type I have appeared 
bearing orude forgea postmarks of L~~i~grad andl!osoow. 

H. Q. MARRIS. 








